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SUBURBAN PROPERTY.
Hetes with 5 rooms, lot Sit acres, pis; out
lids, sear Hapiewel! Cemetery
Dealrable reeldenee lots on east 71O els lust
NIL 
eat aide slay Dietlia
sat aide city limits.
Desirable loth west of North Math et. His
INI acres desirable residence 1,4a, on- • , e
olgsth Prom" Mtg. on Palmyra road
FARM PROPERTY.
Good farm of US scree on Greenville road,
Smiles riven city, will divide it if desired.
141 sera farm I miles east from Crofton.
Good limest..ne land.
Farm of 223 acres, well
Illevesamaa. at a bargain.
rat a° sere stock farm. well Improved,
6 wiles from ilopkinewille sbundanas of
thither and emoting pittar
Farm of 1116 three, Dear Montgomery, in
Trim eounty, £7, well unprov ed and with
as abusdasee f Umber and water ro-wl
leisighborhond and One land- • barrels.
We have Rae farms ranging from BO to 1100
gores and la pries from 00 to OM OS per
00w.'41) no ne address.
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Improved. sear
Culls & Wallace.
ate, Collecting and Invert
sore Agency EINikineville, Ky.
We save in oar bands •antable c Ity, subur-
ban and Farm Property for sale sad rent.
Call and see our list
WE ARE ALSO AGENTS FOR
-THE OLD RELIABLE
Mutual Bait Life Is. Co.
Of Reellio. New Jersey.
al1111 1301113 • - • Paget is RUT .
Total &mete, J lIt, Ina 8 $5,1.100,000,
Paid Policy H since or-
'galantine, - • 1.10,000.004'. 0
Serpi as. • • •
Lagar paid is tentnisky over 1,000,000,0
Li Pi d only
Charles J. Radford, $5 000; Wm.
U. West, $3 000; John R. Penick,
$3 000; John J. Anderson, $1 500;
W. T. Radford. $7 600.
After second year no restrictions
as to residence or occupation. No
forfeiture in ceae of lapse; incontes-
tibia
Cash loans made up to one-half of
the reserve on assignable policies.
The beet emit rant ever oRe'red.
K W. SMITH & CO., State
Agents, 542 W. Main St., Louisville.
STATEMENT
Of the Condition of the
UNITED : STATES
Building & Loan Ass'n,
At the Clone of Butanes December list,
-ASSET6.-
Lciana on Real Rotate $6.16,181 ig
=s cis Mock ...-... ......... . 7,111 CV
 
lkiral sti
Ma linen end ostler Contract.  4,5:6 00
tamed lateseell sad Premium In
court* SI 001144111as .. 7,000 00
Farsitare adkl Platting  se 10
ninny Annan  dr at
nob  lt,7u0 33
-
Total 1460,772 46
- LI A RILT1111:11.-
lastaliment Stock 5500.771 50
Paid-op 'lock   111,370 00
Illandry ocou nts ......  ill
Surplus Fund. . 2,9:6 02
nvideed• 1. S. I, 4. 5 sods, $ One MI
Dividend No. 7, Dec, 31 '114, 19,133 75
Total Profits 111i7,143 73
lAge Dividends paid On
Paid-up Sick sad For-
feited Dividends on Stock
withdraws  L50% re metes ee
--
Total $4110,775 46
rests of Keno nelty,
County of Jefferson,
Tracy l'oderhili, Gen ra Manager, and
I. B. CaldiereIt, tWerstary of tar Cooed estates
Building ,td Loan Arociation, each being
duly sworn, dtate that the shove is he true
eeeditloe of said Ave elation, aa shows by the
Write of Deno) to rill, Ind.
TRACY F.RHIT.L.
J. Z. CAI WELL Oeneral Manager.
Secretary.
Sercem to sad a .bribed before me by Tracy
uerbIll • d J. It C. dire I thl-;and day te
MI6 FRANK A lielt
No ary rub' lc. IsOirrais Co. Ky.
y poram ad oo ego' es J • nu*, y
This Amen lotion does not dedu t 0 cents or
le Mei per .bare each month rows the pnn-
et pal Sew slay ex penile charge, bus the expenses
are maid out of the gross earn,ngs, and the
dividend declared as n t livid-nd rind the
stockhoider has his 'nitre pnacipal to Ws
credit.
•Mo.iev to Loa-
Without delay in 4. phlesvIlle and Christian
C.1114/* Mr. Po IL Oaosler.
Is siee'y and Tress for Christian Coon ty
JOHN SCHWA.
8T J011 N BOY Li.
E.. O. & S. W. R.
(WIZ 11111111111S11Pri vAI-LIT SOOTS.)
-TO-
Louisville. Cincinnati
-And All Pointe-
- 
=414.09°11
" &ADM LIAVZ hi rouoves:
50 LOGIIVILLS.
From Pi-lassies EN. a. m 1:05 h. m
gortonaviLle 10:45, a. in. 2:014 a. co
TO CIIITIL•L OTT AND HEATS& DMA.
Frogs Princeton 410 D. is.
NortosevUle 0:143 p. in.
•
Illsophis, Vicksburg,
New Orleans
-And All Points
▪ 13101:71"E-M.
=Anus LZAVI AA FOLLOWS.
To mistrals.
Tress rrtneeto. io:se a. :4 a. IT
TO P50CC5/1 •50 ITLT011.
Veen reamed:1w 1:44 p.m.
Cemseetingas lismeseis with through trill
to all potato In
A.raansas and Texas.
Rause, Tickets, and ail information w,
raretetted on applIelit1012 to your nearest Dee
manta T. R. LTIcH, General /amen
get Agent. LOCSIVILIJI IT,
PROFESIONAla COE.
Dr. Preston Thomas
PhYsiciali Surgeon.
flerthlies over 13en.k of Hopkinsville.
-At Offlo All Night -
Hopirielenlle,  Ky.
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What is
N1/4 NN.N.,‘‘.."V"si••
CASTOR IA
Castor's is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor OH.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years' use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
Cures Diarrhcea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieved
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, recalatee the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cam.
toria is the Children's Panacen-the Mother's Friend.
Castoria.
•Caatoria loan ex-elivut ussiicias for ch41-
41,811. Bothers have repeatedly told rue of its
good elect upon their children."
On. U. C. Ositiocio,
Lowell, Masa
Cactorla is the best remedy fcr children of
which I am acquainted. I hope• the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
Imaninot of their children, and use Castoria in-
____ of the various quack nostrums which are
distroying their lored ones, by forcing opium,
/morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
aims down their throats, thereby sealing
1111111111So premature graves.'
DIL J. E Kt' icariaoa,
Conway, Ark.
Castoria.
Oaterrla spleen allepord to (+Barge that
I recommend It NI superior Lo 'boy
known to me."
H. A. Amman, IL D.,
ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. T.
" Our physicists' in the children's depart-
ment have spoken highly of their experi-
ence in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
Ttleditill supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castorta has won us to look with
favor upon it."
L'arran Booms'. AND naresseiy,
Bestoo. Sees.
sum, C. Barra, Pees.,
Tke Centaur Company, TT Bearray Street, New York City,
HOW TO KEP
c_
ARM?
BUY
Heating Stove and get the Celebrated
Reinecke Coal.
Syecial Prices to School Houses and Chur ches
They can be closed up so 88 to keep tire 24 hours. Will
burn either hard or soft coal.
ROGERS & WOSTENHOLM Pocket Knives and Razors
The largest stock of these ever brought here. Sash, Doors
Blinds, Lime, Cement, Laths, Flooring, Siding and Ceiling
Mantels, Unites, Hearths. - Shot Guns, Rifles and Pistols
Paints, Oils and Glass. Wagons, Buggies and Carts. nab!'
Locks and Hinges. 
a Also Bicycles At Cost!
a Forbes & Bro.
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.,
-PEOPRIZTORS OF-
MAIN : STREET TOBACCO : WAREHOUSE
BBTWEKN 
T 
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
W. E. RAGSDA_LE, Salesman
T. C. HANBZRRY, M. F. SHRYER
People's Hanbery*Shryer,
-Proprietors,_
Warehouse R. R. St., bet* 10th & 11th,Hopkinsville, Ky.
a-efnl attention given to sampling and selling tobacco consigned." us, Liberal ad vs t r
oudie.x) tu store. Ail tobacco insured unease otherwise ow tructed.
E. P. CAMPBELL, Preit. J. E. MCPHERSON, C
ant of Hopkinsville!
(IN(oRPoRATED 1865.)
Capital and Surplus $275 000
-=IM=CTOMZS
C. E. P. CAMPBELL,- -JOHN P. GARNETT-R. BEARD,- - DR. E. S. STUART,--
-C. H. PUSH.-
MINIM NIB
THIS BANK oilers its customer every banking facility,
beral treatment, prompt and careful attention to all busi-
e8i entrusted. CORRESPONDENCE :••OLI C ITED With those
ontemptating a change or division of theira.c counts.
C. H. LAYNE
Livery, Feed et Sale
Stable!
Cor. Seventh and Virginia Sts.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Good Rigs Furnished day or night.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO BOARDING HO
Caither & West,
--_
110BACC0=-
COMMISSIO)? MERCHANTS,
Aftmsrmo
Prprietors PLANTER'S WAREHOUSE
Hopkinsville, - Ky
ROB ERT WOOLDRIDGE
Livery, Feed and Sale Stable.
SLAIN.
Mr. W. B. Lyle, a
Farmer Near
Beverly.
The 1) ed Was Done With a
Shot Dun Which Had Been
Loaded for the
Purpose.
PARTICI:LIM OF THE KILLING.
Mr. W.B. Lyle was shot and killed
by a negro named Pet• Mays, Thurs-
day evening. An ail _ter who went
dewu tLere to arrest tuts negro,
gathered the facts, whlUi are as foi-
1
Lyle worked on C eatham'a farm
in the 'capacity of an overseer, and
occupied a little cottage of oue room
In our corner ef the yard. E ny
Tuurecley mornieg lig took a sleigh
and went down to Herudon, where
be urettered a quart of whisky,
which he took back home with him.
When he returned, the negro, Pete
Maye, who worked on the farm of
Mr. James Wood, about a mile from
.be Cbeattiam place, was over at
Cheatliem'e waitiug to see Lyle. The
negro and Lyle then went into the
room where Lyle lived, and they eat
down and talked and took a number
of drinks together. A little later a
negro who lived ou the place dropped
in end joined in the conversation,
but did me. Lake soythIng to drink.
A lock had been OUIreed from
one of the doors to a house on
the place, and Lyle began to joke
Pete Mays about it, pretending
,tsat he thought Mays had taken
The secoud negro Owed in the
JAL
By this time Mays bad become quite
drunk, audgetting mad about the j Ate
De walked to the door, remarking that
ne was getting tired of It, and putting
um band bebiud him as if to thaw a
pieiol he said that he would blow
somebody up unless they let him
alone. Lyle then picked up a stick
of wood aud said to Mays, "you
wouldu't shoot me would you?"
When Mays replied that he would,
Lyle struck him with the stick, cut-
ting a garb over his left eye.
The uegre then turned and walked
away. He went down the road in
the direction of Mr. Wood's farm,
until he arrived at a cabin where be
asked for the loan of a gun, saying
that he wanted to kill a rabble. Fell-
ing to secure • gun he went on to a
second Cabin where he attempted to
borrow a gun telling the same story
u t the use he desired to make of it.
But he again failed to secure one.
Finally he went to Mr. Wood's,
where he was employed, kud going to
Mr. Wood told the same tale about
the rabuit aod secured a gun and two
cartridges, lie then asked Mr. Wood
for more cartridges, saying that two
were not enough„but Mr. Wood told
h;tti that he was drunk and had no
busioue with any more cartridges.
After securing the gun the negro
went back to the Ctumstbanz place,
and going to the stable be called
Lyle, who did not reply. In a few
momenta, Lyle who was feeding a
laorse In the first stall, !tapped out
in front of the door in which
Mays was standing. Withont
uttering a word the negro fired, the
entire load struck Lyle in the silts of
the neck, breaking it, and, as a mat-
of course, killing Moe instantly.
A Mr. White aud two boys were
standing talking at the gate some
distance off, and when the negro,
returning from the barn, passed
them, they asked bins what he had
shot at. He replied that be had aim
ply shot a bird. In a short while one
of the boys went to the stable, and
finding Lyle dead, returned and told
White and the other by. And as
they all three started to the .stable
the negro joined them and went there
and stood by and took e look at his
victim. The negro then turned and
Went home to Mr. Wood's Wee.,
where he went about hie work as if
nothing had h•ppeuict. He fed the
stock, ate WS supper, and later in the
night left aod ham not since been
beard of. When Deputy Sheriff
Guilty went to May.' cabin be found
Ii deserted-Maye and his wife both
laying
andlettW the boys did not dare to
street tne negro art he was armed,
▪ they were not.
The folio ewe description of Pete
May., was banded to us this morn.
lug:
"Pete Mays-elayer of E. B. Lyle-
is about 5 feet 10 Inches high, weighs
about 170 pounds, is ginger-cake
color, has thin mustacbe, a fresh cut
over left eye, full face, is about 35
years of age, and when last seen had
on a pair of gray j9ans pant., long
gray overcoat and a mingled cap.
qr. Price's Crean Baking Powdal
weirs Pair ineeem Awsets.
SIGNED.
Merritt and Lanes Will Wrestle
at Holland' Opera House
on the 2Sth.
Louis Merritt and Joe Jones have
sienel the following agreement to
wrestle in Holland's Opera House in
this city on Feb 28te:
We, the undersigned, do hereby
agree to wrestle a "catch-as-catch-
can" match, Pollee Gazette rules
to govern, best twe in three falls',
two points down to constitute a fall,
strangle hold barred. Winner to
have full amount of gate receipts
after expenses are deducted from
same. Match to take place on Thurs.
day Feb. 28.h, at Holland's Opera
House at 8 o'clock p.m.
1. T. MERRITT,
JOE INNR8
Care For Headache.
As a remedy for all forms of Head-
ache Eiectrie Bitters hag proved to
be the very best. It effects a perma-
nent cure sod the unoet dreaded
b•hitual stet headaches yield to its
influence. We urge all who are af-
flicted to prolure a bottle, and give
this rowed a fair trial. In oases et
habitual constipation Electric Bitters
cures by giving the needed tone to
the bowel*, and few cases long resist
the use of this medicine. 'fry it
once, large ho tie only fifty cent, at
R. C. ilardwice'r drug store, 'A 
W.C.T.U,DEPARTMENT.  1)EPAOCRATIC COMMIME
(The epics under this head is fur-
nished to the members of the W. ('
T. U., and nia ter appearing herein is
edited by then.).
The loyal letup •retice Legit n
meet* every Suudey evening at 2
o'clock. I- is much des red that as
many children as Call will be prevent
at their woo meeting.
No ooe mere than the W Men of
the W. C. T U real z • that the future
w•Ifitre of reit cuteary, cur homes
and of the temperance ceuse depend
iipon he children o• cur land Hence
thYlf deetre to video i-ve- v chi ti in
- his reiwuthui y in this Temperance
B -td.
A OREAT 'PETITION
p Wei presented the
P r-edeui IF b. 15th trout be Word'
Wienau'e Clirlatiiin T.intr•ralior
Ueion asking the withdrawal of got
erunient protectiou from the liquor.
The petition is signed in fifty differ.
out isoguagee, representing es many
Nations tbroughout the world. Miss
Willard et4d:, lauly Somerset
made addrPser its cionnectton with
the preiseetet tee If the petition. Lei
us all prey that the E4 .verelgu Ruler
wi : Mei) ice the beano of our of-
these, to hear the v, ice of the
suffering huineuity and grant its
prayer for relief.
Many of you will remetneer that
this petition Wild coculated among
our citizen* here, aud had about 600
or 700 eignaturee.
The politicians of Nebraska served
a bar quet in houor ef their candidate
for Lilted Settee Senate, the Hon.
John M. Thurston. No wine was
served, the gentleman waking that a
condition upon which he would at-
tend the bauquet.
"If the thee wants a man to com-
mit an atrocious crime he leads him
to get drunk, or tempts him while
drunk."
0:.ly eight out of seventy- five
counties in Mississippi license the
saloon.
A Leoleville lawyer, one of the
ablest men at the bar wile served on
the bench and is • brother of one of
tbe United States Supreme Clime
Justices, went to the city almshouse
a few days ego as a last hope for
cuiing himself of the liqu et habit.
••••
An Important Decision.
The Court of Appetite on Wednes-
day decided • v. ry important point
in the case of Henri Delaney, who is
charged with the murder of Abbie
Oliver in Union county. The decis-
ion may result in Delany'e acquittal.
The court held that Drente) friends
bad the right to rescue him from the
()ewers, and that if Abbie (Liver was
accidentally shot, Dilaney most be
atm:Jilted of the charge of murder.
There ehould never have teen any
doubt on this point in the first place
The Oliver, had no legal right to go
to Delaney'a btoduess house and, at
the point of pistols, force him to get
in • carriage and driven sway end
married to a wom n against his will
When the Oliver* did this they •lola-
ted the law and laid themselves lia-
ble to punishment. They had Do
right to hold Delaney a prisoner
without due process of the law, and
his friend, had the right to rescue
him, and the Olivers were engsvd in
an unlawful sot when they eyelet in-
jured by the resculog party.
Read This.
Elsewhere in this tissue of the NEW
ERA will be found an advertisement
of the Hotel Laths to, one of the very
best hotels to be found anywhere In
the country. Its daily rates are from
$2 to $3 50, and better board can not
be secured anywhere. Rateeare also
made for persons who desire to board
there by the month. The hot•I has
all modern improvements, and is
first clues in every respect. Monthly
rates can be had by applying to
Hodges & Co.
.41111..
Reduced Rates.
Annual Conference o: the lepworth
League in Kentucky.
On accouie of the above conference
the Ohio Valley By will sell tickets
to.Nee port, Ky , and return on Feb.
21st and 221 at one fare for the round
trip Ticitete good returning until
February 2etti,
E. M. eiteriwoole Agent.
B F. M 111(1.1„ 0.1'. A.
THE MODERN  INVALID
Has tastes medically, In keeping with
other luxuries. A remedy mein be
pleasantly acceptible in form, purely
wholesome in composition, truely
beneficial in eff-ct and entirely free
from every objectionable quality. If
really ill he consul's a physician; if
constipeted he uses the gentle family
laxities Syrup of Fop
Cheap Travel.
Pr oh Iilti,,u Sate ("'liven lion at
Louisville. The Ohio Valley R'y will
sell tickets to delegates attending tee
above coneehtion, on February 25th
and 28th, at one and one-third fare
for the round trip.
E. M. 171 1IESSA 000, Agent.
11 F. NI rice vet., G. P. A .
014 Fiedilonril Tea Cake.
This is na iit recipe for an old
fashioned tea caLe. which is etill very
popular in New England: .011e quart of
flour,-  etzgn, a half cep of milted but
ter, a cup of warin milk, half a yeast
cake, half teaspeenful of soda dissolveri
in hot Water. Beat the eggs to a ode
froth; add the milk, .hotter, soda and ii
little salt. Stir the flour to smooth bat
ter and beat the yeere in eel]; set to
rise in a buttered dish, iii which it must
be baked and pent to table Let it rise
six hours. Bake steadily three-quarters
of an hoar. -Ladies' Home JonruaL
-416.
Improvement.
The management of the :bank of
Hopkinsville is iffeatly improving
the appearance of the interior of the
building by the new, 11 or put in. The
floor is of blue and buff tiling, and is
quite handsome as well as servies-
able.
Died Suddenly.
Mrs. Artie McCormick, wife of Dr.
E. it. McCormack, of Owensboro,
died suddenly at heir home in that
city Saturday afteic000n. She had
been sick, though nbit dangerously so.
Death is thought to have resulted
from heart dieesee.
Backlen's Arnica naive.
The Beet Salve in the world tot
Cute, Bruises. Sorel, Ulcers, gait
Rheum, Fever Sores, Totter, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Filen, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfa0-
Dion or money refunded. Price 26
tents per box. For Sale by B. C.
Hardwick, Hopkinsville
Sick.
Mr. John W. Wilkins, of Fairview,
Is very sick from pneumonia.
Has Designated June 25
as the Date for the
Meeting
Of the State Convention-Roles
Adopted by the Executive
Committee
For the Selection of Delegates
to the Convention
June 17.
The D•nmeratic State Executive
Committee has selected JUDO 28 as
the date and louls•ille as the Oboe
for holding a Democratic State Con-
ventiou for the nomination of a State
ticket. A large number of Demo-
orate, besides the members of the
committee, were present, and the
conferences were of toe most reas-
suring nature.
The county conventions will be
held June 17. The meeting dieolosed
a strong seutiment against the intro-
duction i.f the currency question into
the campaign, and a general desire to
unite all elements of the party in a
•Igorous organisoition. Four months
intervene between the convention
and the election. This is sufficient
to perfect the organ,estien, provided
that the candidates and the platform
are such as to command the united
and enthusiastic support of Derno•
crate generally.
The tollowing are the rules adopt-
ed: solved, That on Jane 17 there
be held at each voting precinct at the
regular voting place in each county
and legislative district a convention
of the Democratic voters thereof at 2
o'clock p. at , to select delegates to a
county or legislative district conven-
tion, lobe held at the county seat,
except that In counties ad cities)
composed of more than on legislative
district, the delegates shall meet at
some place to be designated by the
respective legislative district com-
mittees, on Monday, June 17, at 2
o'clock p. at., and at said county and
district conventions delegates shall
be chosen to represent said ooun•
ties and legislative districts in a
State Convention to be held at Lou-
isville on Tuesday, June 25 at 12
o'clock.
"The basis of representation on the
pert of each precinct to said county
and legislative district conventions
shall be one delegate to each fifty
votes cast for the Democratic electors
at the Presidential election 'In 18,12,
and also oee delegate for each frac-
tion over twenty-five votes so cast;
provided,howeverObat such precincts
as cast less than twenty•five votes for
*aid electors shall be entitled to one
delegate.
"The basis of representation to the
State Convention from counties and
legislative districts shall be one dele-
gate for every 200 votes and each
fraction oyes :00 votes cast for the
Democratic electors at the Presiden-
tial election in Iti02; provided, howev-
er, that such couotise as oast 100 votes
or less for said electors at said elec-
tion shall be entitled to one delegate.
wew-. \oTisat ON TPlaL
The eaal.pet Old ot Beepotoil Wiese 1140,
and Hearts( Were Cut Oa
Some enip menta te hypnotism w hicL
Dr. Lays. the Frew* physimen, was re
cently permitted to try before lb. 6octett
do Brologie in Paris os•ii raised a deals
as to tee goo caseeness of the new science
Dr Laya is a zonfirmed hypnotist sot
has made many esperiments
When the time for the public experi-
ments before the French society
Dr. Lays bad a subject who had lost the
little finger of his left baud. The man
was pot in a trance, and then this han,.
was spread out on a table. Dr. Lnys
took a pin and stuck it in the table at
the place where the mewing finger wool.
have been, lie repeated the experimen
several times, taiug pine needles an
knives, and each time the petient
away his hand and groaned, 1114 though II
pain. Just as long as Dr. Lays had tb.
man mu hand tbe experiments were high
ly successful. Some of the other physi
CISUS preeent objected to his nreionticint
just what he was going to do before rec.
experiment Dr. Loyd tnrued the pa
tient over to them.
They laid his band wider the table.
held a newspaper in front ,if his face m
that he could not see what was Detak
&MO and then made several jabs will
a steel pro at the spot where the littl.
finger should be Each tine. the paten:
groaned aud pulled his band away
Then one of the physicians argutd the
If the patient was shamming it wool(
be easy enough for him to kuow jnsi
when tbe pen was stuck in the table, a-
the scratching noise it made was
tinrtly audible.
So it was qnietly agreed to sinipi
put the pen within a fraction of an ince
of the table. This was done, the newe
paper still being held before the man'
eyes, and he never matte a movie Not e
groan nor an attempt to pull the bane
away followed the experiment.
Dr Lays was amazed, but attempted
no explanation.-Parts Letter
LaGrippe, ladigestion, Sleeplessness
Etc.
Montgomery, Ky., Oct. 4, 1593.
Yea, Indeed, I can say something
for the Eleotropoise. I have poem's-
ad it only a few months, but have
found it a great relief in indigestion,
torpid liven % incligeetioo, rheumatism,
nervousness, sieeplessomea, effecta of
la grippe, etc. I am 56 years old, and
have been a sufferer a long time, and
found little or DO relief from medi-
cine; but the Poise has been entirely
different. The Poise has worked
wontl"• with mi even in 110 short a
th• e; my WWII] is greatly improved,
and I feel a new man. I am &l-
ino* 'van( again. Cs. work now
aid not get exhausted to a few min-
utes. 1 owe it all to the Electropolee.
Have also used it In my ;amity, and
found it all you represent it to be.
My children all snow its value and
call for it daily for their many pain.,
outs and bruises. I could not part
with wins under any eireunistanoese
L. R. HUBBARD.
firElectropoise put mit on trial
for four months for CU. Send for
valuable book free.
DUBOIS & WEBB,
600 Fouires Awn., LOU ISVILLE,Nv
For $10,000.
Mr. aod Mrs. Riley Ely have filed
suit against the L. I N. Railroad
Company for $10,000 d&sialfss• Mrs.
Ely says la the petition that while
traveling from Arkansas to this city
she was &assailed by a sleeping ear
conductor on the Louisville & Mem-
phis sleeping car. She says that the
000ductor was very insulting to tier in
various ways. Mr. James Breathitt
is attorney for the plaintiff 4.
A Good Bill.
There is a bill pending in the New
York Legislature providing that a
man who buys a seat at a theater and
finds that he is placed behind a big
hat can recover his money by surren-
rendering his ticket.
NEWS OF EVERY KIND.
-1
Grand Duke George of Russia is
very III.
Several steamships are overdue at
New York.
Congress will soon adjourn, and
everybody will be thankful.
It said that Prince Ferdinand has
hue n expelled from Bulgaria.
There are several oases of grippe
and poeuMODIS in Trigg county.
Venarsdall, the Harrodsburg mur-
derer entered a plea of not guilty.
The mother of Judge Toney, of
Louisville, is dead at Eufals, Ala.
It is said that St. John Boyle will
also decline the Appellate Judgeship.
Miss Barbara Anthony, of Hender-
won, died at that place last Saturday.
The Trigg county grand Jury re-
turned only 'seventeen indictments.
Chas. Gill, of Fulington, had one
of his legs broken below the knee last
week.
Mrs. Simi' Smith, who lived near
Rook Castle, in Trigg county died last
week.
New York banks hold $33,513,425
In mem of the reserve rule require-
ments.
Thereto a State law prohibiting the
sale or giving away of cigarettes to
minors.
Mr. Joel McKinney ban been made
chairman of the Trigg Ceuuty Demo-
cratic Committee.
The Madisonville hustler says that
coon grease Is an excellent remedy
for rheumatism.
The masquerade ball given by the
Knights of Pythias at Harlington
was a great 111.10001111.
Rev. Geo. H. Simmons, of Louis-
ville, is conducting a protracted meet-
ing over at Clarksville.
Mrs. Nancy Almon, aged 80 years,
died at St. Charles, in Hopkins
county, a few days ago.
A Bniton Company has (purchased
the Koren°. it Cripple Creep railroad
In Colorado for $2,000,000.
Julia Marlowe sues the Indianapo-
lis Journal for $25,000 damages for
eriticising her company.
Mr. J. H. Brewton, of Hanson, has
returned to that place after a sojourn
of several years in Arizona.
Li Hung Chang is so his way to
meet the peace envoy of Japan.
China wants to end the war.
Fifty years ago the multi-million•
sire was unknown in America. To-
day there are over 4,000 of them.
The courts are Investigating the
charges made by Hetty Green against
the executors of her father's will.
Most of the country schools have
closed and children not attending
private ,eobools will rest until next
fall.
Susan B Anthony was 75 years of
age last Friday. She has spent more
than 50 years working for woman
suffrage.
Phillipp:Rothchild, of Owensboro,
was run over by a buggy Saturday.
His injuries while painful are not
dangerous.
On the night of March 10th there
will be • total eclipse, of tbe moon,
beginning at 8 o'clock sod lasting
until 1 o'clock.
Me. August McNeill, formerly an
artist on the Courier-Journal, has
gone to Atlanta, Oa , to work for the
Franklin Engraving Company.
Thiele the twenty-ninth year that
Gorton's ministreis have beeu OD the
rood. It it had not been a good show
It could not have stood the test of
Base.
J. D. Moore, who about a month
ago shot Bud Smith at Cerulean
Springs, was fined $.50 eon carrying
committed deadly weapons, and $10
for, breach of peace.
There was a burial in the cemetery
at Madisonville every day in January,
or at least, it averaged that. There
has, however, not been on there for
more than ten days.
Dr. James Headly will lecture at
the Tabernacle next Thursday night,
and you must hear him. Tickets
now on sale at L. L. Elgin's drug
store. Buy tickets now.
Mr. John Fox, Jr., of Kentucky, is
the hating success @moo( writers who
have come before the public sa lect-
urers and readers. He is now on a
tour under I be direction of the cele-
brated Mr. Pond.
A seven foot vein of very line coal
has been discovered near Oatewood,
In Devises county, and a company
propou to build • railroad from the
coal ever to the L St. L & T. road,
a distance of only a few miles.
Judge Toney says he will not Me-
eept the Appelete Judgeship unless
it is given by a unanimous vote.
That toeing he case he will not be
Judge, as he it not likely to get a
euanimous decision in his favor.
Bowling Green people will hold a
meetleg Tuesday night to take steps
toward putting in an electric street
oar line. The old horse car sytem
walk.
Dr. 
several mouths ego,
and since the people have had to
P. B. Davie, of Earlingtoli, has
announced himself as a candidate to
represent Hopkins county in the next
Legislator.. It is said that Prof.
Boring, R. P. Teague and Ward
Headley are also thinking of entei-
log the race.
Prof. A. P. kiouriand writes to say
that Dr. Headley, who will he at the
Tabernacle next Thursday night, is
one of the most entertaining lectur-
ers in the country, and that he al.
ways has crowded bowies wherever
he lectures
Judge H. B. Hines, Chairman of
the Warren County Democratic Cam-
mittee, has called a meeting of the
committeemen for to-day at Bowling
Green. The manner and time for se.
luting legislative candidates will be
fixed, and steps will also be taken to
carry out the recommendations of the
State Central Committee as to select-
ing delegates to the State convention.
Tbe tendency among South Caroli-
na farmers Is to go into tobacco rals•
Ing on a large scale. "Ten years ago,"
says an exchange, "scarcely a pound
of tobacco was raised for market in
South Carolina. Last year 1e0:10,000
pounds were grown and marketed
in Darlington county alone. The
acreage devoted to the cultivation of
the plant was not equal to 5 per cent,
of the acreage devoted to cotton, yet
the value of the tobacco product was
equal to le per cent. of the value of
all the cotton raised in the county.
The money worth of the tobacco crop
of the county was $120,000. The to-
bacco acreage will be increased this
'
NEED OF THE HOUR.
111 Sajo That Eastern
Want
People Are In
ef Bimetallism
Education.
Special to the Sc'. Eta
Santa Fe. N. M., Feb. 18 
-Under
the date of February 8, Senator David
B. Hill writes to ex Gov. Bradford L
Price, of Santa Fe, congratulating
him upon his address on bimetallism
delivered before the Trans-Missisa-
ippi Congress at its recent sieselon Ira
St. Louis, saying: "You are right in
saying that the Cause of binietalliecn
needs an educated sentiment in the
East. That is the need of the hour."
L. A: N. EXCURSIONS.
On account of the Annual state
Convention of the Y. M. C., the L. &
N. will sell round trip tickets to
Lexington at one fare on Feb'ry 20th
to 22d, inclusive return limit Feb'ry
2btb.
•••
Ace:omit of the Annual Conference
of the lepworte Leagues in Kentucky
the L a N. will sell round trip tick-
ets to Neport, Ky., at one fare. Feb-
ruary 21st aod 221; limited to Feb'ry
25th. J. M. ADAMS, Agent.
MARDI ORAh
On account of Mardi Gras celebra-
tions at Mobile and New (Meant, the
L &N.will sell sell round trip to thoee
points at one fare on Feb'ry 19th to
24th. Geed returning until March
15h. J. M. A 'isms, Agent.
Honey Due School Teachers.
eta, In tr, the ea. tese
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. Ifs -The de-
ficit in the State Treasury is causing
school teachers in the State no little
Inconvenience by failure to pay oft
the remising per cent, due them for
salaries. The last installment fell
due January 15, and one-half of it
was paid at that time, but the other,
aggregating about $200,000, is still
unpaid, and likely to remain so for
some time yet.
leeetal to New the 
Eighty Two.
Urbana, Ohio, February 18 -For 5-1
years James Crabb and his
wife, Margarette, have shared life's
joys and sorrows, and now the mari-
tal relation of the aged couple are to
be annulled at the instance of the
wife. To-day she flied suit for di
vorce,and charges adultery and grow
neglect of duty. Recently Crabb was
bound over to await the action of toe
grand jury, charged with improper
relations with a neighboring woman
He is 62 years old, and the wife is el.
There is in Louisville a blind for-
tune teller called "B ind Jennie,"
who is patronized quite extensively.
Recently a Mitre Voiey wee robbed of
$1,000 on the street in Louisville. wie
consulted "Bind Jertnie" who told
her the two men who held her ill
were named Wells and Bohannon.
These names were given the police
and the men were goon arrested
Mies Vasey positively identified them
and they have been indicted and ere
now in jail. Both prisoners claim
they can prove alibis.
Jird r 17utt it fhtft no se
Olalli. peer whit.. reel speci
ern. Ii. w 11110 Wirltric Settrrs eVei
ook a notiuu to nierry him none of het
'revue,s coved explein. lea take the no
eon she did, and she proceeeed to ore
Jute it at her earliiet oppertnnity.
never lookel PO spruce in his life as ho
did on his weddieg day, aud it was all
the widow s doings. but everyone knew
that appearances were deceptive, and
that weaki have a relapse before
very lung. • There wastet a hitch in the
entire business, and the outlook was
fine, until the preacher who was marry-
ing them calee to Boit reit of the serv-
ice which refere to "fer richer or poor-
er." and he Was; addreesing himself to
the widow nt the time.
"Whale thee fluster?'' she interrupt-
ed suddeule
"For richer or poorer," the minister
repeated sonorously.
"Well, just knock off bait ef that,
will yen?" she said couninuelingly
'I'm willin to subscribe to the 'richer'
part, but I'll be pleggoned ef I'll have
a thing to do with him of he gits any
po'rer. Goodness knows he's so pore
now nobody but me 'nd dare to resk
him."
It came near breaking up in a row,
but the widow carried her poiut -De-
troit Free Press.
New Faris of Color Blindness.
The subject of color blindness, the
great importance of which has been
widely recognized only within recent
years, continues to occupy the attention
of many scientific experimenters. Pro-
fessor Koenig of Berlin has just discov•
erect a form of this infirmity hitherto
unrecognized.
Persons who are said to be "typical-
ly" color blind see yellow where the
normal eye sees red, while theme who
are totally color blind are able to per-
ceive no colors at alL
The new form of color blindness dis-
covered by the German savant appears
to be intermediate between the "typ-
ical" and the "total" phase. Those who
suffer from it perceive nothing but
white in the entire length of the solar
spectrum, except that at the eud where
the ordinary eye perceives a bright red
they see a faint shade of yellow, while
at the violet end of tho spectrum they
are sensible of a slight blueneas in the
light.
The dangers that arise from color
blindness are frequently pointed out,
and much pains is taken to guard against
them in the selection of engineers for
railway locomotives and steersmen for
vessels, boefew think of the deprivation
of pleasure which those suffer whew
eyes are not sensitive to all the seers
that make up the sunbeams. A person
who is totally coior blind is almost as
much to be pitied as one who is deaf,
for a large share of the beauty of the
world must Do lost to those who know
neither red nor green nor violet, but
only varying intensities of whiteness or
grayness. =Youth's (' orn pan i on.
Badly Fooled.
There was a badly disappointed wo-
man in o wensboi o a_ few days ago.
Mrs. Agnes Tennelly, aged IS years,
sued for a divot°e from her husband,
but the court granted the divorce to
the husband instead of to the wife.
The husband introduced a very affec-
tionate letter that his wife had writ-
ten to another man.
The Russellville jury in the case of
the four men charged with lynching
Traughher failed to sgree. There
Is much indignation at Russellville
over the action of the jury. It was
expected that the men would have
been convicted.
Judge T.:W. Oaring, of enotts•ille,
was dangerously hurt a few days
ago and may die. He made a long
trip in his buggy and became be-
numbed from cold, and in attempt-
ing to alight fell on his head and
fractured his skull. The Judge pre-
sided over the Soottaville Pollee
Court for a number of years.
HIS REPLY.
Some weeks ego sn article iippear-
f d in nearly every newspaper in I he
State saying that the friends of Rev.
Fred Hale, of Owensboro, feared that
on accbunt of the death of several
members of his family, he was lotting
his mind. The papers spoke et sev-
eral very strange sermons he bad
preached. Theee articles caused his
friends at Louisville to write and ask
about tbe matter, and here is Mr.
Hate's reply, printed in the Kentuc-
ky Baptist:
"Yours to band. Thanks for your
kindly interest. The Devil is tuad.
I am glad. I have had 425 additions
to my church. We have sent out a
missionary. Our floanoes far better
than ever before. Our Sunday-
eetioolezearly double. Our prayer-
meetings twice the former size. Our
congregations crowding tbe house,
gallery and all. 4 Or metnberehip
above 1,100, etc. There has been no
sensational methods, no boom, but
Just a steady, healthy growth. N re -
ertbelese the Palo** are mad with
me for withdrawing from the King's
Daughters. The whisky mope are
mad with me for being the cause of
Sea Jooes coming here again next
Sprier. The society peop:e in my
church are mad with me for stem:ling
out against card playing, dancing,
•hestre-going, and wioe drinking.
The Messenger is mad with me for
standing out against Sunday papers,
etc., etc. But none of these things
are disturbing ine in the least; and
when a chance is seen to hurt me at
any point, Ills eagerly caught up by
eoeuebody. As to the episode of last
Sunday week, the faota are these:
I was preaching a etermon OD the im•
portance of taking high ground as a
principle, and standing by your con •
•ictione. as a representative of
Christ's truth, and not to be moved
by your purroundiags to forsake du.
ty. Incidentally I used, as ilinstra•
tion, certain young people treat eth-
er denominations who bad been com-
ing to my church Sunday nights and
leaving their pastors with empty
teats to preach to. They came be-
came the crowd came. and showed
by every movement that their object
was not the glory of God, but to page
away an Idle flour, and that at the
sacrifice of their solemn covenant
with their churches, anti in violation
of the principals involved in advanc-
ing the interest of the church to
wiliesb they belonged. I advised them
'list as their pastors hadocione that
very morning to attend their own
churches when they were open, and
stand by their pastors and doetrinee.
fhe fact of the business is, it was a
lot of unprincipled youngsters that
were giving us trouble by misbehav-
ior, and I wanted to get rid of them
anyway, and so seized that opportu-
nity to bring the matter in as illus-
trating my Sermon. Of course a
newspaper eeneation was made of it,
but I rid my house of that element,
and though the building has been
packed at each service since, there
has been the best of order, and that
class of disturbers sent off with a fl sa
in their ear. An enemy wrote that
piece in the Gleaner. So al the re-
port for the Meerienger,nousijof which
we have noticed. I am sorry that my
friends elsewhere hive been disturb-
ed over these false reports, but that
always comes to au aggressIve fight-
er in the army of Immanuel. My
health was never better, not was I
ever more vigorous in body and mind.
I answer such things by going on
and making my work a success."
I he Race.
The Henderson Gleaner says: "In
the race for the divorce supremacy
Christian county Is holding a first-
class hand with Chicago. One hun-
dred sod eighty-six marriages have
been solemnized in that bounty since
the first of last September, and forty-
six divorce suits are) on the docket
to be called at the court beginning at
Hopkinsville the fourth Monday in
this month. In a wejority ef the
cases the woman is the plaintiff and
it is for this reason more than any
other so many ruarriagable men re-
main in the enjoyment of single
blessedness."
-The Glorious Gospel."
The above worth furnished
Talmage a theme yesterday afterno, n
when he faced the immense throng
of people who had assembled at the
Academy of Music in New York
lety. Several thousand people were
turned away becati,e there was no
room for them within. I: ,eh Sunday
those who get there late fail to gain
admission, as the house is always
packed long before the hour far the
doctor to begin his diseourec Dr.
Talmage began yesterday by saying
that the greatest novelty of our time
was the gospel. Real the sermon,-
on the second page of this piper.
He Was Shocked.
The Owensboro Meseenger says:
"There are wale claims, upon the
State treasury that are still honored
promptly. An Owensboro men re-
centiy discounted in bank a State
warrant, paying Ft discount. The
bank igeut the warrant OD for. collec-
tion and to the surprise of the cash-
ier the money came hack promptly.
He called in the man who had dis-
counted the warrant and gave him
back $2 of the money. The man was
worse surerieed than the cashier,
The idea of getting anything back
once pald a batik was a great shock to
his net yes."
Haat Another Vete.
An application hes been made .0
the County Judge of. Trigg county by
petitioners in the Cerulean Springs
district to have the yleetion of li-
cense to sell whisky in that district
rt submitted to a vote of the people of
that district. The County Judge has
not yet passed upon the question
whether be will order the election or
not. At the late election that district
voted for the sale of whisky by
2/ me j ority.
Masonic.
Royal Arch Masonic, Attention!
There will be a called meeting of
Oriental Chapter No. 14, R A. M.,
this evening ot 7 o'clock, at Masonic
Hall, for work In the Royal Arch de-
gree. All memeers et the Chapter
are urged to be preeent, and visiting
companions are cordially invited to
attend and aid in the work.
C. H. Dinah-if, Secretary.
W. H OLV BY, High Priests
-41111•••---- 
A Genuine Sensation.
isle( lel .he New KIM
Covingtou, Ky., February 18.-The
grand jury has indicted J. H. Fed-
dere, superintendent of the pubes
work', for being letereated in sewer
trap cent ruts with the c:ty. The in.
dictmeut has crested a genuine seti-
sstion. The periol involved is two
years.
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' "else too co- te 60 p r cen of e het it
• does here, and doe n there the tens-
tion Is not quite one-half what it is in
....RIMMED IT-
lie, Ems Priatiesq end Puldishinq Co. I Not only are several cotton mi
lls
WOOD. Prosia•at. ! from the North going South but the
 =people of the letter sect*u are put-
ting op several cotton mills Presi-
dent Jacob Eras, of the Fulton bag
and cotton mill., in Atlanta, yester-
LNITIK12 NIW IRA BUILDING day announced that he has just closed
7th, street. near Main, a contract for the erection of a new
SWPIn.VILLANNTvgligy. twenty-five thousand spindle 
cotton
 
 
mill. His present capacity is fifteen
thousand, so he will lance forty
Si A YLAA.
ADVBATIal NO *AT. thousand In all. Dr. J. D Turner,
0111111losik Ire maartloa. . . $ 1 N
obi *oath . 
President of the Exposition Mill, at
, • tares swathe - 
- 
- - 
I 00
. a oe the same point, alit° announces that
" 'math. ' ' • • 9 09 an entire new 
cotten will, to be ne-
* ea* OWN . . - . lt 00
"
" 
voted to the manufacture of Seadiurnal morn nay 
bad by spyabbubb
a t ea eines. 
Island cotton goods, wi'l be erected
Trusaiest sausellomeisas mast oe Nue fee ta by his c
ompany at once, arid that it
will be a twenty thousand Atiledie
eserres Mr rl atearebeatease will be eel-
eired esarserly 
mill. Thus it appears that the South
Ay antr..11.6.,,in, laserwd imb„„wgftd 
ernerieseeing tbe Impending influx of
taiwaseeewelser Marriages and Deaskia,Ne az- 
New England mills, propose to carrs41Usw LU Ime claanged foe anal *regime eel.
swuse tee nom sod roma st eisleahasheaa• More ,,f this 
property than they have
*leg= Neaps, mos000loso of 
Lames dud ININSNOiOre Parried.
steer simuar assess Ivo mass our lino
SENATORIAL DEADLOCKS Pi
THREE STATES.
There is considerable anxiety and
eoncern being manifested by the
Republican leaders in regard to the
pending contests for United States
Senators in Delaware, Idaho and Or-
eon. The result is possible that
these States may fall to elect repro-
mutative' in the upper branch of
Congress, and this will deprive the
Republicans of three seats after the
4th day of next month. In two of
these States, Idaho and Oregoa, this
danger beams imminent daily, as
the laws of those States fix a limit to
the life of their Legislatures. ICI Ids
ho the Legtelature begins its eeeeloo
in January and continues for sixty
days. le Oregon the session begins
also in January, but continues °sly
forty days So the Senatorial nob-
lest& in awe. States are drawing to a
sloe* without any prospect, as far so
sao be seen now, of a result being
reached. In Delaware the situation
te somewhat different, as there, al-
though there is no immediate pros-
pect that the deadlock will be broken,
Ma Legislature beano legal time, and
it continues indefinitely.
Should the three States mentioned
fail to elect United States Senators
by vote of their Legislatures, there is
n• possibility of their beteg repre-
sented for two years to come, as the
decision of the United States Senate
in the eases of Mantle, Beckwith and
Allen, who were prevented in 1893
from taking their seats, will very
Likely deter be Ilkovernere of Dela -
war's, Oregon and Idaho from at-
tempting to fill the vacancy by ap-
pointment. In this event the Re-
pablicium will be badly handicapped
In their efforts to bring about a reor-
ganisation of the United States
Senate. When Senator Wilson, the
new Senator from the State of Wash-
Wilton, who arrived at the seat of the
Federal Government Wedneeday,
qualifies the United States Senate
will contain for the first time in twc
years its full quota of 68 member..
Of these the Democrats will have 43,
the Republicans 40, and the Popullets
6, a majority being 46. Should ail
the three States whore Legielatdree
are now deadlocked succeed in elect
hog Senators the United States Senate,
after the 4th of next month, will stili
contain 118 members, of which the
Republicans will have 43 and th•
Democrats 89 and the Populists 8 It.
however, these three States should
fall to elect Senators, the condition of
things two years ago will be repeated,
and the United States Senate wit
have but $6 members, a majority be-
ing 43. The Republicans will have
42, the Democrats 39 and the Popu-
nets 6. Although the margin will be
increased by this eyelet the Republi-
eons will still be in the plurality Its
one vote, and the Populists will re-
Sala their balance of power.
THE GOTERNIIIENT DEADBEAT.
Collector of Intermit Revenue
Bond, of Tennessee, has directed his
deputy at Memphis to ask the news
papers of his district to inform the
people that they wlil be fined if they
fail to comply with the require-
ments °tithe income tax law. He
says the Federal Government has
inad• no appropriations ;for official
publications to inform the people se
to the meatus et the law, and, there-
fore, he desires his deputy to go from
newspaper office to newspaper office
and beg the editors to help the Gov-
ernment out of its difficulty. Com-
menting upon this, a Memphie ex-
change makes the following timely
and pointed remarks:
-The average Congressman and
legislator apparently Jabots under
the Idea that a newspaper may be
impaled upon without limit. He de
'elopes itbIgnotion after be galas
°aloe. Prior to the eleetIon be Is
willing to bog pereonal favors, wblob
being granted, be Isdisinoliaed to
regard when solely Installed likoffloe
When It comes to voting for legal
pabiloations he at once shills down
on the ;prose and takes advantage of
the spirit of enterpriselwhich botuli-
sms. the average newspaper owner
and manager. With their ordinary
(*serest y • kesereeity which has
boos fetallao:nasay a,newspaper-the
journals of Memphis have acceded to
Mr. Bond's rexueet and told the rpeo-
pie that thefaw.bad been passed and
that;they would be .mulcted ,if they
failed to5eay anyltax:by a certain day.
The CommercialAppeal has done this
thing with the rest, got it should not
have done so. It should.have refused
totneake the publicatiou.;and such
should have beengthe attitude of
every newspaper in Tennessee. The
Government should have paid for
the legal pablicatiou•of the:law, and
paid well for it. Toe publication as
made is not legal, and if the payment
of the tax hinged upon the publica-
tion, it need net be paid at all. It is
about time that the newspapers men
of the country should get together
and seek to impress upon the mem-
bers of our State and national legisla-
tures the fact that the State and na-
tional governments have absolutely
ne elaim upon the bounty of the
newspaper owners. The freedom
of the preen front this kind of imposi-
tion is one of the demands of the
hour. State and national govern-
ments can afford to pay just as well
for newspaper service as they do for
service of any other kind. If they
cannot afford to pay for the publica-
tion of laws the people are asked to
c bey, the laws sbould not be passed."
WIT THEY MOVE SOUTH.
A somber of the Massachusetts
(Kitson mills w1.1 be moved South In
the spring The mills will be trans.
planted, ite one of their managers
saps, b•oaose their staple Is grown
there and beesose labor and fuel are
cheaper, taxes lower and the allasat•
le cooditiens more favorable. The
treasurer of ORO of these Lowell flat-
tOO mills, pets the matter clearly in
these words: "The feat is that we
au no longer sosk• plain sheeting.
and drills at a profit in the North.
Agelust 12 per ton for coal i he
South we must pay $4 to $4 60. The
enemata down there is milder, and It
does not requtre so much ooal to heat
the wattle. The manufacturers there
can bay their cotton off the market
wo.o• We must pay freight and
brokerage, giving them so tid•ant.ge
0' ,oe at nt per p d or the -nee . t
INCOMES IN PRUSSIA.
The official reports of the Income
tax in Prussia for last year show that
In spite of its monarohleel and arie-
tocratical institutions Prussia is far
behind these United States in the
production of big incorues. Only
two inoomes of more than $1,000,000
are reported, the largest being that of
Krupp, the great manufacturer of the
immense cannons that bear his name
WOO*. income last yesr,was 6 686,000
marks, and the next largest that of
Baron RothcbIld, of Frankfort, of
6,845,000 marks. The mark is only
about 14 cents in our money, and
bore were only twenty live pent ins
in Prussia whose income was more
:ban 1,000,000 marks. Of these, seven
bad income* exceeding 2,000,000
ruere were sixty-nine Inc. mes be-
tweet, 500,000 rod 1,000 000 marks,
161 bet se eeb 200.0t4 au 600,000 uuarke,
tend a total of 453 incomee above 200,
000 marks or $60,000 a year.
The New Yora World commenting,
upon these figures, says: "There is
no such thing in Prussia as a Gould
estate, no income like that of the
Vanderbilt. or Astor. or Rockefeliers.
Such fortunes as those of Stewart,
Russell Sage, natty Green Hunting-
ton, Leland Stanford, Crocker
Mackay, Flood, Fair or O'Brien are
wholly unknown. New York City
has more than twice as many million
sires, and Philadelphia Boston Chi•
cago aud San Francisco have probe-
oly quite as many, as the kingdom of
Prussia. How does it happen that
this Republic can show so many
more large incomes than are to be
found In one of the leading mon-
archies of England ?''
REPREHENSIBLE CARELESSNESS.
The careleeenese of the public is ex-
hibited in the fact the the number of
pieces of original matter received last
year at the Dead Letter Office ex-
ceed 7,000,000 This was a substan-
tial decrease in the figures of the pre-
ceding year, but the showing is very
discreditable to an enlightened
country like the United States. It is
believed at the Poet Office Depart-
ment that the decrease is attributeble
in parts to its t forts to secure a more
epeedy return of unclaimed malt
matter to the senders by Postmasters,
without the unnece-eary delay ot
naving it sent to the Dead Letter Of
rice for treatment. With thie object
in view, printed placards requesting
be patrons of the mails to place their
.arnes and addrespes on the euvelopet.
.nd valuable packages intrusted to
he mails were furnisbed to the pos-
ffices throughout the country, witb
iusauctione to Postmasters to post
hem in a conspicious place and di-
rect attention to them.
Of the letters and parcels opened
said reoarded at the Dead Detter Of-
fice, a. 591 contained money amount
brig to $48 255 08; over 29.00 contained
drafts and money orders, with the
fa e value of over $1,000,000, and the
remainder carried notes, receipts, le
gal and other papers. A large sum
to stamps was also represented. Over
$28,000 was restored to senders. Many
inters containing money were so
carelegely addreesed that their deliv-
ery was impossible, while the failure
on the part of the writers to sign
their full names and to indicate their
correct addressee rendered unavail-
ing the efforts to return the valua-
oleo. These firearm show the (head-
'tentage of employing the ordinary
malls for the purpose of sending
money. Registratioe and the use of
money orders would lessen the chan
ees of mail matter going astray.
INTERNATIONAL
MONETARY CONFERENCE.
The action of the German Reich-
stag In declaring for the calling of
another international monetary °on-
line:me is entitled to signifivanos A
resolution in favor of such an sewn-
blase was Introduced into that body
and passed last Monday. The object
is to riquire the Gutman Govern-
ment "to laws invitations for an In
ternationel monetary Congress to
bring about the speedy rehibilitatiou
of silver as a circulating medium."
The resolution was carried by a large
majority. Now also from France
and some of the British colonies
comes the strong appeal for the rebi-
bilitation of silver by international
sgreement. These United State,,
may well take the initiative in bring-
ing about the greatly to be desired
international monetary conference,
such as Count Von Mirbach has in-
duced the Gorman Reichetag to SUM-
mou. The conference should be call-
ed in the near future, and, when it
assembles, the cause of bi metal ism-
ebarupioned by leaders of both par-
ties, warmly indorsed by the over-
whelming ne.j irity of the people-
must find strong, earnest and elo-
quent advocates to speak on behalf of
there United States.
A RIGHTEOUS CRUSADE.
Senator Pettigrew will, in a day or
two, call up in the United States
Senate, a resolution directing the
employment of special counsel, upon
a contingent fee, to recover all
money due the Federal Government
from individuals connected with the
Pacific It•Hroad Companies, and be
will, upon that, occasion, tell the
Senate and the country some very
plain truths in connection with the
notorious rascality which has char-
acterised the management of these
roads which It has not heard for a
long time. Senator Pettigrew has
bein working upon this oess-pool of
iniquity for some months past and
the deeper he goof the slimier the
record is proven All honest people
throughout these United States will
bid Senator Pettigrew god-speed In
his righteous crusade for the convict
e'en of the Pacific railroad robbers
and erlminals, who have boldly and
defiantly robbed the Government of
many millions of dollars,
The ODIC of John U. Moore, the New
York broker, who instituted suit
against the Cemnelesioner of Intern el
Revenue to teat the validity of the
income tax law, came up on appesi
Saturday at Washington before the
District Court of Appeals. Moore's
attorneys claimed that the lower
court had erred in holding that the
act imposing the tax was consti.u-
tie...0, awl t t.et at) II,C01110 tax wee an
• x Aa.letato Attorney
ton, wha. Is by Rood as a lair prt.th for General Whitney i.e d that there was, tech), O. Sold by Druggists, price
p areatag seams yarn goods. Theta* ground for t
he equitable proceed- The,
i,g• in the (tette, end said there could
be n qne.tioli of the cont.t outhouse,-
ty of the tax, and expressed surprise
that any lawyer of much knowledge
of the law should hold that it wee un-
constitutional. He then went on to
correct a mistaken impression about
the tax The $4 000 limitation, he de.
clared, does net apply to corpora-
tions, and the tax applied to their net
profits, not to the dividends. The
bringing of this suit by Moore Is very
foolish, as it is merely a waste of
time and money. The tax is just and
',mutton of the United eitatee, and
equitable, and not coutray to the Coo- 
•
those who have incemes of more
than four thousand dollars a year had
ju-t as well make their p-eparations
to pay the tax on •II that portion of
their incomes which is over and
above this exemption of four thous
and dollars.
!EA SICILY?
St tingth is Not
Enough for Proper
Growth.
'Despite the fact that he has ascend
ed the ladder of success in the finan-
cial world, 'Mimeo H. W ioks, of
Chioago, stards to day, in the records
of a court of gutty, as a cruel and
brutal husband, who hes co shame-
fully treated the wife whom at the
altar he swore to love and cherish
that she has been compelled to cast
herself upon the law of her country
for protection sgeinet the repeated
cruelties of the man from whom of
*II others she should have had least
to fear. Mrs. Wickes flied a atilt for
divorce recently against her husband,
Thomas H. Wickets, who is Vice Pres-
ideut ef the. Pullman Palace Cat
C, mpany and is a very rich man, al-
leging specific and repeated acts
personal violence, kicking, beating
and choking her being among the
brutalities sworn to, and a divorce
was granted her a day or two ago.
In discussing tne wero "(min" as
u-ed in the United States Govern-
ment bonds, an exchan..e suggests, in
older to enable President Clevelai d
and the Secretary of the United States
Treasury to interpret the law in coin
correctly, that the present Congress,
without delay, pass a resolution to
the following effect: "That the Sec-
retary of the Treasury be instructed
to coin all the silver now in the Treas-
ury Into dollars and subsidiary coin,
and using the same in meeting cur-
rent expenses; that all duties be paid
half in gold and half in silver coin,
and all bank n tee presented for re-
demption be redeemed half in gold
and half In silver " This resolution,
if carried out, would establish the
parity of gold and silver in the 1. rafted
States, revive business throughout
the cluntry and thereby vastly in-
crease the revenues of the Govern-
ment.
The movement to establish a na-
tional park at Appomattox is meet-
ing with mueh favor. It is virtually
the place where the war between the
United States aod the Southern Con-
federacy ended, and there is no finer
instance recorded in militasy history
of the meeting of two great Generals
who were also chivalric gentlemen,
one to accept a final reverse in a
manly spirit, the other to show equal
nobility in securing the fruits of the
Northern victory without the slight-
est exhibition of any feeling of per-
sonal triumph. A marble group corn
uuemorating the grand simplicity of
Lee and Grant in that culminating
scene of the great war would be very
sprouriate.
It is pone-what doubtful whether
the silver United States Senators will
vote for the bill proposed by the fi-
nenee committee, providing for the
unlimited coin•g of silver, the en-
tire seignorsge to go to the United
States Treasury. This would be quite
a good measure fos the Federal or-
ernment, and would give it all tbe
profit, over the market value in the
coinage, but that would not please the
-diver mine ownete, who want the
Federal Government to purchase all
of their product aud pay them more
than the market value for It. This
proposition gives the Goverument the
profit and only allows the mit)e own-
ers to market the value of the bullion.
Mr. Hawley, United .States Sena-
tor from Connecticut, is very much
outdone at the exceedingly slow and
lazy way in which bill, are consider-
ed and legislation well nigh blocked.
It is, he says, so hard to pees any bill
in the Senate "that the Ten Com-
mandments could not pass the Senate
'tow.' Senator Hawley should not
utterly despair on that account, for
there will be another session in the
not distant future, and if he really
tries his best be may get them
through as a rider on an appropria-
tion bIll-except the one saying
"Thou shalt not steal "
The passage by both bowies of the
Oregon Legislature of a resolution
for a eobelltutional amendment es•
Iliadic), the suffrage to women makes
it look as If tbe great social and pa-
litloal impertinent would have a trial
in this far Woollens State lilt does
the experiment will be tried under
the most favorable conditions and
with the best promise of success
Oregon is comparatively a newly
eettled State, with no great cities, no
hereditary pauperism, vice or crime,
and its record as an American com-
monwealth is yet te be made.
The new Constitution of Mississippi
forbids the leasing of State convicts.
The State will work its own prison-
ers. This is a step in the right direc-
tion. Under the leasing system,
convict labor is brought into direct
and harmful competition with the
work of honest men and can not help
seriously affecting wages in certain
lines of manufacturing. Of course it
IS not only uneconomle I, but barbar-
ous and cruel to keep convicts in
idleness. They ought to work and
they ought to be taught to labor skil-
fully, so thatevery inducement may
6e offered by the State for them to ul-
timately become good citizens.
The N w York newspapers should
kindly rm the outside world what
public sii\bice Thomas C. Platt, of
that city, has everiperformed that en-
titles him to any serious attention
['he tiresome stream of Platt that has
been gushing from the N-w York
papers for several months makes aw-
fully stupid and riauseating reeding
in other States. Give Platt:the 'drake
sad let him go to the devil.
Utalted States Senator Perkins,
from the committee on education and
labor, has reported hie bill for the
creation of an industrial commission
of twenty-one persons, which is in-
tended to arbitrate labor d faculties.
The committee presents a written re-
port, in which it estimate. the ag-
gregate cost to all concerned on ac-
count of the strikes daring the past
six years at $011,666,860
ealreee.
t
Catarrh Cannot be Cared
with local applications, as they can
riot reach the seat of the dismiss, and
in order to cure It you must take in-
ternal remedies. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is tak•n internally, and acts directly
on the blood and mucous surfaces
Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a quack
medicine It was prescribed by one
of the oent physicians in this country
for years, and is a regular prescrip-
tion. It is composed of the best
tonics known, combined with the best
blood purifier., acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. Tile perfect com-
bination of the two ingredients is
what produces such wonderful results
in curlew Catarrh. Send for teuti•
ejlfri7N co , Props To-
ong Boo Fails 10
Get WM YttillfiS486.
Needs Richer Bone aud
Tissue Forming. Food
Fiody Cam ot Grow Without
Pure, sturdy Blood.
Vnequaled Value of Paine's
Celery Compound.
Froweirth till pato the lige of se
there is grewth; some of the beties di
not completely knit till past 35.
At this time in addition there is the
steady waste of the tissues that must
he repaired. The demand upon the
vitality and upon the powers of as•
eiroulatiou i :bus enormous during
these years Without plenty of rich,
nourishing blood, growth must be
defective sod tardy. But when it
comes through all the arteries in a
full, vigorous stream, growth goes on
steadily and perfectly.
Wnat countless nembers of frail
youngsters physicians POO whose WO.
ably thin wrist. and bloodless faces
cry out for better, nourishment. All
ibis does not escape the vigilant in-
sight of parents In thousands of
homes it le well known that the boys
and girls are somehow badly nour-
ished.
The weak stomachs and organs of
assimilation cannot cootract the
food for growing nerves and brain in
sufficient from the ordinary diet. A
special nerve diet is what they need
Paillie711cery compound is Prof. Ed-
ward E. Phelp'e great; preparation
for nodrishing these little frames and
making them grow into strong, ac
live men and women. Dr Phelps,
upon whom cellegef.conferred their
highest honors for his invaluable in-
vestigations in medicine, ko.w from
ripe experienee: the exact needs of
these little sefferers.
A chorus of gratitude :has gone up
all over the country, fro E mothers of
children once weakly and pale, with-
out promise of ever grow.ng into ro
bust men and women, who have out-
grown weakne.s and a lack of vitali-
ty by the use of Palo•'s celery com-
pound, taken with the regularity
that physicians adhere to when pre
scribing tbir wonderful nerve and
blood restorative.
It is valnable in all:wasting diseas-
es, in cleansing the bleod of;rheuma-
tiem, neuralgia, scrofula, and supply
big new and healthy vital fluid-its
value can neither be weighed nor
measured
As the great modern nerve and
brain strengthener and restorer,
Paioe's celery (-impound is pro
nouneed itivalueble by all progressive
allele's is Give thie grand invig-
orator a fair trial, and h entivieced,
Christian Endeavor.
Toe C teal U two of Untwist) E i-
deavor will hold its regular business
and prayer meeting, at the Ninth
St. Presbyterian church next Sunday
evening, at fifteen minutes before six
o'clock. The topic will be, "To what
has Christ opened your eyes," Acts,
9:1-11, 17-21, led by Dr, Neuree
After this meeting the E ideevorere
will have an opportunity of gaining
any Mittel tnary information concern
lag Persia, as s lecture will be deliv-
ered by a native of that country,
which *will tale the place (the reg
ular evening service of that church.
It is earnestly desired that each En-
deavorer will come prepared to dis-
cuss the subject at the Union Meet-
ing, as it is a fruitful topic and full
of interest to every Christian.
Shine thou tato my soul and let me
see
My lost condition and my need of
thee;
Then, welling up, my gratitude shall
ask,
What wilt thou l. rd? Appoint
my special task;
Arid through my being, like a holy
thrill,
Thy spires power shall permeate
Until,
Transformed, trenrfigured by thy
grace, cad
My Jesus, Saviour, Master, all in
all:
•'•
toile an enjoyable and Instructive
Ili i•eionery meeting was held by the
Y. P. S. C. E of the First Presbyter-
ian church last Sunday evening.
The evening was devoted to Home
Missions, there being two letters read
from full-blood Sioux Iudians, also a
letter from the Missionary among the
Cherokees. (Me of the most interest-
ing features of the evening was an
address on "Missions" by Judge
Debney, formerly of Spokane, Wash.
This was, indeed, a rare treat, as he
had been intimately and personally
acquainted with the work. At the
concluaiou of the services liberal col-
lection was taken for the Hume Mis-
sion Work.
•••
For the first time since the org aril
minion, the Christian Eudeavor of the
Christian eborch failed to have a
meeting last Sunday evening, on se
count of the furnace being out of re-
pair.
The Executive Committee of this
church met Feb. 13 to devise a plan
to secure the remainder of the State
pledge. The Junior C. E. met with
the Seniors, Feb. 10 and assisted in
carrying out a good program.
eat
Birmingham, Ala., has the largest
number of societies tb•n any one
city, and it has been selected as the
place to bold the next State Couven-
lien, which meets in may.
•
A1,01'ith THZ WATCHWoR1)!
Readers of The Golden Rule know
bow much pride Dr A. J. Gordon
took in his noble Christian Endeavor
society. The last article be contrIb•
uted to this paper, appearing a few
weeks ago, was& jubilant account of
the work his society in supporting, as
missionaries In China, two of their
own members. At the first meeting
after the death of their beloved pas-
tor, these Endeavorere decided, upon
the recommendation of their foreign
missionary committee,-for the so-
ciety has two missionary committee.,
home and forsign,-to attempt to
raise $200 as the nucleus of a specie
memorial fund to Dr Gordon This
was to be in addition to the $600 al-
ready pledged for the support of their
missionaries. None but the young
people were present in the room, and
yet at once more than $400 was raised
for this purpose. A debt of $200,000
rests heavily upon the American
Mrt D Hubbard.
Dyspepsia and Consumption
Health and Strength Cone
Advised to 'rake Mood's Sarsapa-
rilla and Is Cured.
"C. I. Flood & Co.. Lowell, Mass .
'1 aro glad to say that I an In bettor health
bow than I have been for a long time. Myself
and wife have taken Hood's Sarsaparilla for the
past tour months and I can truly say that it has
done us more good than any other medicine we
ha•• ever taken. 1 wan troubled with dyspep-
sia for over two years. I also had a slight touo
af consumption and was frequently off dutg
Unable to Work.
spest a good portion of my earnings for doo
tors' bills and other medicine which did me goat
only for a little time. My employers urged me
to take Hood's Sarsaparilla so I bought one Dol.
tle and began its use about the first of April, as
that time weighing only 150 pounds although my
usual weight was 180 pounds. After using the
bottle I felt that I was better. so I purchased
lye more bottles. I am taking the sixth bottle
now and since commencing to take Hood's Sar-
saparilla have had only one slight attack of ill-
Hood's
2esLtblzeirrthsea:itI wwessighetvetsr itch ki my 
afifitt
I. H. HUBBARD, Laurel, IRISSIssIppl.
Heed tiepins cure an liver ills. consupauon.
biliousness, jaundice, aiok headache, ladIgastios.
church of Boston to arouse the Hein
net young people of the land to pay
of this debt. They hope that their
$426, which will doubtless soon be-
come $.500, will be added to by every
Baptist young people's society in the
United States, in proportion as God
has blessed the members. In no bet-
ter way could they honor the memory
of the noble Christian minister and
missionary worker who has gene. It
is not too much to hope that with the
earnest and prompt co-operation of
all Baptist young people, even so
large a sum us $200,000 can speedily
Le raised Were all the societies to
do a tenth as well as Dr Gordon's
Endeavorere, the task would be ao-
complished.
•••
CONVENTION.-MAY 24, 25,26
Our prograrn.-It is hicempiete and
but few have seen it, but those who
know tell us that it gives promise of
much that will be helpful and lospir
lug to every active Endesvoror at-
tending the meeting With such
names as Dr. Powell, Dr. 13roadus,
Dr Wayland Hoyt, Rev. Leon P
Marshall, Miss Kitts Haus and —
whom we hope to secure, we can ex-
eeet • rich convention. - (Highland
E eieavorer, boutsville.
•.4
The theme uppermost In the minds
of Kentucky Eudeavorers at present
is the State convention, which is re•
!erred to as the "coming event" by
the workers cf the fair city entertain
lug it Her churches and her homes
will fl ng wide its portals to welcome
the )ouug soldiers of the Cress, and
preparations are well under way for
he reeeption and entertainment of
the one thousand expected guests
Who that has ever heard Dr. Way-
land Hoyt will not fail to make an
t ft irt to hear hiru wh-n he r,irn..e to
us in May Every Junior Worker,
and God grant there nuav be a goodly
()umbel, wit receive new inepir.tion
and men'. prowl •al suggestions from
Kett- Hsu.', of St Louse.
If ill God's provideree our beloved
Secretary, Mr, J W. Baer, 'an not
meet with us, we can rest assured
that another will be sent to take hie
piece, who will bring up just the Ines-
sego we need.
Eedeavorere, you indivIdusliy, col-
iectivel e, have a part in the prepara-
tion. We need your prayer; we need
sour co-operation Let us pray for
an abundant blessing aud then g to
work for it. If yeu can not attend
the Convention yourself, perhaps you
can persuade and help another to go
Send your pastors, IS )(Nestles. Oh!
what a gathering It would be if every
C. E. pastor in in Kentucky would be
present at the Sixth Annual. It is
not imporsible,-let us work for it.
F. It 8 , Louisville, 14
C.
Louisville is fully alive to the Im-
portance and magnIfLenice of the
eoming State Convention of Chris-
tian Endeavor to convene In that city
this spring. All the committees are
enthusiastically at work preparing
for thie event. The follnwiug has
been received from the Foitertain-
rnent Committee. The Highland
Presbyteriso church has, some time
ago, chosen the delegates from Hop-
kinsvilie as their guests:
"Louleville, Feb. ft, In96.
Dear ChrIrtlan .deavorers
Yon and your !society are eirdially
Inviled to attend our IC-woolly State
Convention to be held at Louisville
May 24, 215, id b.
Please wake this announcement
and extend this invitation to your
icistiee, so that they may under
stand that, with their assistance, WP
expect to make this meeting a grand
success.
See that we have a good Conven-
tion in point if numbers. What
share will your Society contribute?
Please present this matter to your So-
ciety and give us an estimate of ho
many delegates we may expect.
Come prepared to sing soul stirring
song*, to pray with power, to enoour.
age your fellow Erideavorere, to catch
the epirit'e inspiration; In short, to
help and be helped.
Everything is being prepared,
therefore we can prowl.* you r-duced
railroad rates, hearty liand-eliakes,
rc) al reception and free entertain-
ment.
:Let us pray for the blessing of God,
the Father, upon our united eft irts to
serve Him in this way Do not pass
this by, but give it your prayerful at
teation, and answer promptly, .tat
lug that you will co-operate with us
in His Name. M itpah.
Yours sincerely,
ENTERThiseuesiT CoumiTTE:g.
.••••••
How to Kill a V. P. S. C. E.
('ontributed.)
Come late, if at all.
Do nothIng•when you do come.
Never think of the pledge.
If the leader calls on you to do
something, shake yourthesd or say I
can't.
Laugh at sodis one who tries to do
something.
Pay no attention to the Coustitu-
non.
Don't ask any one to come to the
meetings.
Dou't pray before you come or af-
ter you get there.
If you are on a committee don't
have any report for the bosinsis
meeting.
Fellow this far a short while and
your society will be dead.
Peas. Cote C. P
THE MODERN INVALID
Has tastes medically, in keeping with
other luxuries. A remedy must be
pleasantly acceptible in form, purely
wholesome in composition, troely
beneficial in effect and entirely free
fret]] every objectionable quality. If
Bilettet Missionary Union. It is the really ill he eonsultit a
 physician; If
splendid purview of these Endeavor- constipated he 
uses the gentle family
ere of the Clarendon Street Baptist laxative Syrup 
of Figs.
-
CAUGHT.
THE MURDERER
Of W. B. Lyle is at
Last Behind
the Bars
lie Was Captured Mon-
day Afternoon in the
Edge of
Trigg County, in a Deep Ravine
Down Near the Cumber-
land River,
He Was Brought to This City and
Lodged in the County Jail all
O'Clock Tuesday.
SILENT ABOI T HIS CRIME.
There was great excitement Tuesday
at noon and great crowds flocked in
the direction of Pool et Williameon's
livery stable when It was announced
on the streets that officers had just
arrived there with Pete Mays, the
slayer, of W. B. Lyle.
The news turned out to he true, as
Mays was brought in by Constable
W. T. Braeme, of Lafayette. Several
parties have been searching for the
murderer since the deed was com-
mitted. Conetaule Bitterne, of Lafay-
ette, Constable Wm. Brandon of
Roaring Springs, and a young man
naieed McCracken were the men
who captured him.
They captured him Monday af-
ternoon ab. ut 4 o'clock in a deep rue-
vin• down on the Cumberland river,
between Lirneport and Tobs000port,
Just in the edge of Trigg county He
was, it is thought, trying to rose&
Tobaccoport, and had missed the
road The three men who were
looking for him saw him leave a barn
and walk down a deep ravine
and as they recognized biter
at once they overtook him and closed
in on him. He did not make any at-
tempt to escape, as he doubtless saw
that it would be useless in view of the
fact that his captors were so close on
him.
The party after capturing him, tied
him on a horse and turned back to
Lefayette, where they arrived early
in the night, and wbere they kept
their prisoner that night. During the
night Mays made &desperate attempt
.1) escape, bin was caught sod held,
after • set Iii • testi eg etveral minute,.
Conetabe Basme, it seems, beim,
very tired, had leid:down to sleep •
few hours and teft some men guard
nig the prisoner. As it was quit-
warm in the room where they were
the door was opened and one of the
guards sat lc the door. The guards
followed him, and, grabbed him jam
as he struck the ground, and
for a few minutes there was quite
• struggle on the grnuod, the negro
fighting desperately to regain his lib
erty, but he was finally overpowered
and taken back into the house, where
he remained quiet the rest of the
night. Tuesday morning Constable
Braeme and his assistants tied Mays
on a horse and brought him to this
city, where be was turned over to
Jailer Williamson.
Mays had plenty of time to escape
if had only started as soon as com-
mitted the crime, but instead of that
he has been staying around in that
neighborhood with his friends and
relatives. It is said that he spent one
or two nights at his father's and that
last Saturday night be etayed at a
cabin on Mr. John Enard's farm, and
that he would hide out during the
day. When captured be was evidently
in the &et of leaving the State.
A ree.reseutative of the NEW ERA
sew Mays in his cell a few minute.
after he was brought io, but couid
not induce him to talk. He wss ly•
ipg down on the fi or, and all efforts
to arouse him or to get him to sumer
questions were futile, It may be lb
be was afraid be might "give blinself
away" If he talked, but it is hardly
iloseible for hIm to make his ogee any
worse than It is •Ireatty. The grand
Jury that is to meet in this city next
Monday will indict him, and his tri-
al will probably (some up at the term
of court beginning then.
Big Judgment.
Thur.day lest, Wm. Mattingly,
of Lebanon, was given a judgment
against the E & Nashville
Railway Co., for $10,000, on account
of an injury done hirn while acting in
the capacity of brekernan
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
wirers Pak fierboot Modal sad Lleoliones
The friends of Hoe T. J. Elmore, of
May field, are urging him to make
the mete for State Senator to repro
sent Grave., Fulton and Hit:Amato
counties. Capt. Elmore has repro-
sonted his county In the Legislature
and was also a member of the Con-
stitutional Convention.
KNOWLEDGE
Brings comfort and improvement and
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly used. The many, who live bet-
ter than other. and enjoy life more, with
less expenditure, by more promptly
adapting the world's best products to
the needs of physical being, will attest
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Syrup of Figs.
Its excellence la uue to its presenting
In the form most acceptable and pleas-
ant to the taste, the refreshing and truly
beneficial prollerties of a perfect lax-
ative; effect-tally cleansing the system,
dispelling cc.ds, headaches and fevers
and permanently curing constipation.
It hss given satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the mee:ical
profeaeion, because it acts on the Kid-
neys, Liver and Bowels without weak-
ening them and it is perfectly free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Fir. is for sale by all drug-
gists in 60 cent bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on every
package. ele the name, Syrup of Figs,
and be'ne .nforined, you will not
accept any subetitote if offered.
uticura
the great
SKIN CURE
'Instantly Relieves
TORTURING
Skin Diseases
And the most distressing forms
af itching, burning, bleeding
and scaly skin, scalp. and olood
humors, and %%ill in a majority
of cases permit rest and sleep
and point to a speedy. perma-
nent,and economical cure when
physicians, hospitals, and all
other methods fail. CUTICURA
WORKS WONDERS, and its
cures of torturing, disfiguring,
humiliating humors are the
most wonderful eeer recorded.
Sold thronshont tb. world. Trie.,errierRA,
SO, , hasoLvs•v. It poTTER Dee.
•Ila III Oft?., So!. Ptol.,*-, &Luaus. 'All
about Javelin and Blood," 64 page., 13164111111 tree.
••• !seta' Blemishes, pimply. oily. mothy
skin, falling ba.r. and elespi• baby rashes pew
vented and cLrod by entices-a Soap.
71.ne w.akt,..s. bark ern., weak kid.WIC 111•1161114•111 , and ehret painsrelieved In ono minute by the Cu.tiesere anti.Pnin /Fleeter.MUSCULAR STRAINS, PAINS
Tried Friends Best.
For thirty years Tutt's Pills have
proven a blessing to the invalid.
Are truly the sick man's friend.
A Known Fact
For bilious headache, dyspepsia
sour stomach, malaria,constipa-
Lion and all kindred diseases.
TUTT'S Liver PILLS
AN ABSOLUTE CURE.
Easily Taken Up
Cad Liver Oil as it
appears in Scott's
Emulsion is easily
taken up by the
system. In no
other form can so
much fat-food be
assimilated with-
out injury to the
organs of digestion.
Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil with Hypophos-
phites has come to be an article
of every-day use, a prompt and
infallible cure for Colds, Coughs,
Throat troubles, and a positive
builder of flesh.
P,•per.d by Sr,,t 13.-mert. 'C V. Alarm/meta
Tlothers'
Friend CRE MISTLY111.)
MAKES
COLVIN, La., Dec. 2, 1s16.-My wife
used "MOTHERS' FRIEND" before
her third confinement, and says she
would not be without it for hundreds
of dollars.-Docx Mmes.
Sent by (Profess or mall, on receipt of price
11 50 per bottle. 110,5 MoTilltlfas
mailed free, bold by all Druggists.
BRADT/II ArriAt-ITOTI Co.. Atlanta. Ga
.) I I Ill) I ): I 1111111111111111110110111110101
TABLER'S DILE
BUCK EYE 1
OINTMENT
CURES NOTHING BUT PILES.
A SURE and CERTAIN CURE
known for 10 years as the
BEST REMEDY for PILES.
COLD BY ALL D1111:001111.
MIMED DIM CO., IT. AVM
The Latest News.
At New Orleans a boodle Council
man was given three years in the
State's prison.
Gov. Brown says that 5'. John
Boyle defeated Toney by •:111 voter..
Three members of the Board did not
think so, however.
The Louisville druggist. refuse to
pay the State liquor license and will
fight it further.
P. 110011130, Secretary of the Rue.
sten Legation at Washington, Ost13.
Milted suleide yesterday.
,Ths defense in the Hayward mur-
der trial at Minneapolis is trying to
establish an alibi.
Ot. Price's Crown Baking Powdre
Woridra Pak tlestriot mown
Business will proceed Si usual in
Loui.vole next Sunday provided the
list cases are not decided before then.
When so many tweople Les taking'
and deriving benefit from Hcod'e I
Saresparithe, why don't you try it 1
yourself? It ie highly recommended,
"WE/ 11.11"r°11
so* NM
ONEY.
I
- [ 11
Have you made up your mind to
save any money this year? If so,
why not buy your goods of
-T. M. Jones,-
who always carries an elegant line of
Staple and Fancy Dry Goods, Dress
Goods, Silks, Fancy Goods, Trimmings,
Notions, Carpets, Rugs, Oil Cloths, Mat—
tings, Boots and Shoes Just received a
nice line Percales in dark and light col-
ors, also a pretty li,ne of Embroideries.
You can always rely on getting better
goods for your money at
 
 
—
T=M-Jones
than any house in the'city. Cut prices in every
Goods in my house.
lin
"Are those spoons sterling ?"
"And bow can you sell them at such
low prices ?"
Are two questions that are asked
us repeatedly.
The truth is we are selling solid sil-
ver goods at such low prices that people
think it is plated ware.
Now, if you want anythine in the
silverware line, come and inhpect our
goods and note our reasonable prices.
Graves
& Condy.
We are Receiving Daily Our
Early
SPRING : STOCK
oponsmim
d Woolens,
isk.Silks and Percales for shirt waists,
IMPORTED DRESS GOODS,
Black and colors for early spring wear!
•Embroideries, . • -. Laces!
Nainsooks,
Gents', Ladies', Misses'
And Children's Shoed!
Carpets, - Mattings, • Rugs,
Linoleum, Oil Cloths, Etc.
jar These Goods were bought under the "new
tat iti," and we are ofkring them at 25 per cent, less
than former prices.
RICHARDS
CO.
es,
esr.
I.
Spring Goods
We have just received a full
line of John B. Stetson's late
spring stiff hats, latest thing
out. Also a full line of Lilly
Brackett's fine shoes for spring
and summer, all toes and pri-
ces. Come while the stock is
full and a perfect fit can be had
in any grade.›, -
MAMMOTH Clothing & Shoe a
—
-eweeesSWielae. 
eAlerg9eikaltitilV
•
IWrIVXMOZIEtferVV:Araiior000.eoptoete!,"o''.-e2oZO'' 
THE NESS' EW ER
A RO., JuparlriyangoRnius.stly aLd procupciy doneby
$1 A YEAR.
Dr. Si. George Craig, s, Henderson
d•ritist, has moved to Clarksville,
&swami, a, raa pastas. ik Rookissvitie  Tenn., to practice hie profession
o_ • clans matte
Club Rat a.
We will furnish the Weekly Nun
.1lA and any of the publication
2 limed below at prices indicated:
Commercial Gasett•  11.79
Daily Louisville Posit   5.00
olione Democrat  LSO
lticago News . .  
St. Louis Twice •Week Bespallike 
0ourier-Journal 
neinnati Enquirer 
Century Magmas* 
'it. Nicholas,. ...... .
Farmer's Home Journal.. 
Scribner's Magazines 
Book Buyer ,
Harper's Magazine
Hater'. Weekly 
Harper's Baser. 
Elarper'• Young People 
IC/ MO !I sigazine
(entocky Het/wend .....
e..4.-cieMarnisIne
Red. Gun an.) Kennel ...
P.M* SPA Term
1.10
1.113
4.56
S.54
2.00
3.10
1.50
4  10
4.20
4.30
2.00
1211
1 75
It AA
I 75
'.3,
Friday. February 22 1395.
Some Quv tocittm.
Mr. J.mos Coieman was here from
fief M1041 Monday
M. Jame,* Iled .ey came in (rote
Bever') this week
Mr. Cardin Colemeu, of H-rndon,
visited the oily Monday.
'Squire L 0. Garrott, of Longview,
was bete this eek.
Mies Mary Garnett, of Pembroke,
was in the city this week.
Mies Lacy Crenshaw, of Marling-
ton, is visiting friends in the city.
Mr. Geo. Atkinson, of White P;sins,
was here en business this week.
Cliff Clark, of the Gracey neigh-
borhood, was in the cityttunday.
Miss Mollie Campbell has gone to
Nashville to spend about two weeks.
Mr. Weems Campbell, of the Scates
Mill precinct, was here this week. I
Mr. John Martin, tue constable all
Kelly, was here on business this
week.
Mr D I t rabtree, the well known
Crofton merchant, visited the city
Tuesday.
Mr. Joan G. Fritz, who resides a
few miles East of this city, is quite
ill of pneumonia.
Mies Amelia Illgers 1ef 114oaday.
mornirig to epetid a week down in the
Era neighborhood
Mr G W Butler, a prominent far•
niter of the Peacher's MIII neighbot-
hood, was In the city yesterday.
On the 21th.
Lent remelt). on Weduseday, Feb,
27 ii, trite vier
larriage License.
A merriage iio-ums was ie-u d to.
day to Albert Leutop and Ida J.
Fowler Toe reside in (hi. county
us r the Hopkins and Caldwell ovum-
ty line.
To Barry.
Oa nex• Thursday Mitre Minnie
Gent r), of Princeton, will be IIISP-
ro-d to Mr George Rudelph, a geo-
Ustazan residing In Tennessee, near
Clerksvole
In Washington.
R-•. J. W B Knew, who is well
ha Iwo in date city, is in Wiisbington
aiding In 'la- movemeot to motore an
appr .priation to build • monument
at Liormin's birth place
A 'New Postmaster.
Mr. S ' Strand rod has been ape
pointed postmaster at Rook Castle,
ha Trigg ootinty. Mrs R N Smith,
who held the [floe, died recently.
Burned.
The store of W T Primm at Elnio
was burned Sunday right. Th• loss
amounts to about 125(0 A stable
near the store was also burned. The
origin of the tire is shrouded in mys-
tery.
In the Bate to Stay.
An item in the newspapers a few
days ago stated that Mrs. Caswell
Bennett had withdrawn from the
races for State Librarian. Mrs. Ben-
nett requests that this statement be
corrected in justice to her. She has
not withdrawn, but is in the race to
stay.
Legal Holidays.
The Alabama Legislature has past-
ed a bill making the birthday of Jef-
ferson Davis and Robert E Lee legal
holidays in that State. It also adop-
ted a State flog-a crimson St. An-
drew's crow on a fiold of white.
A Good Company.
Elsewhere In this paper appears all
advertisement of the Royal Iosur-
'nee Company, of Liverpool. repre-
sented by Barbee & Cestleman, SP
State Agents at Louisville. This is,
ea everyone knows, one of the beet
rompanles doing business in this
• 
-
• 
State. The Company is represented
in this city by Garnett & Moore, who
will take pie-sore in tarnishing any•"•
information that may be desired.
Fiddler's Contest.
A grand fiddler's (mutest will take
plass at Jackson, Tenn., on the 22nd
of this month. Seventy-five fiddlers,
including twenty-two ladles, will be
preseat to take oart in th• program.
Ex Governor R. L Taylor will be
Lb. leader, and Hon E. Dudley, the
man wbo walked from Johnson City
to the State Legi-lanure, nih recite
"The Voluntary Organist."
Fa
Sunday morning as Prof. J W
Hardy, of South Keutucay College,
was on his way to the deisot to take
the 4:35 train he slipped and fell on
the toy pavement. His head struck
the pavement very nerd, and When
be arrived at the depot be was entire-
ly unconscious. He was taken back
to the college, and remained uucou-
scious for some hours. lie IP how•
ever, getting along very well.
Dismissed.
The Trigg county cause in which
an applicant for Oconee to retail
liquor claimed it was the duty of the
County Court to issue toe license be-
cause his application wee made be-
fore the county voted local option
was dismissed by Judge Linn, of the
Circuit Court, to which an appeal had
been taken. The application was
made in December, 1894, but consid-
eration of the application was de-
ferred until January, and in the
meantime the voters of Trigg county
had declared for local option.
Coal lines Sold.
The Baskett Coal Beth:me:and all of
the appurtenances thereunto belong-
ing, including mineral rights under
Ilse hundred acres of land, one store
house with a stock ealoed at $8,500,
twenty-eight tenement houses,
horses, mules, etc , were sold at com-
miseloner's sale at Owensboro Mon-
day, Messrs. John and Lee Beekett
and Wrn. E. Burnett, of Henderme
county, and C. L. Nall, of Owens-
boro, being the purchasers, at and for
the sum of of $11 MO. Tbeee gentle-
men owned by recent purchase a ma-
jority of the stock 10 the miner, for
which they paid fifty cents on the
dollar. The mines started about
three years ;ago and fifty thousand
dollars has been expended on them.
A few mouths back the company ae-
signed, Its liabilities being estimated
at $10,000 The purehaeepe represent
• syndicate that refused to _compro-
mise.
• Lewis C011otv WSW, free lur!)pikeS
The eouitty eow own. $1,100 e nett it,
every niIl, Of pike In I 11,41,(1e,11.
WI', preset your eloi bee ter $1 00 ni
montn Fowright, tailor, Bridge st.
By the &lob of MO tr Shelby arid
Colonel Pepper L-xIngton lost two of
her best known ci ix ois.
L et nieht Mr Potaey D. Bill,
Was merri-d t. Mee' Au
Cuebnaan Frazee, of Missvi.le.
JEFF ‘1ORRIS 14 always up with !he
e'y'es. Try him Shop over Httoeer
& Bellerd's.
On the currency question the R
publieatie of the flex, Coeogrroos wi
be ae badly divided ,s are the D-tmo
•r,te pregoiet.
A preiraeled rusettua was inangu-
,ated at 'b.. Methodist church a'
Mr gat field Sunday by Rev (1 W
L% or., the p stor.
Maj. Thomas H Shelby, Collector
f 1.itertiel R vetiue at Lexitigtoti, is.
)ead. HI. grendfsther was Kea-
tucky's first Governor.
At Char eaten, W Va.. yesterday
C irdelia Hill shot arid killed het
father wh le in the act tit beatiug
her
It is said that the members of the
A ppelbste e-eie_e_te_ will Urge Judge
Toney to take the seat which the
Contest Board said was his.
The directors of the Home for the
Friend lees at Paducah are appealing
to the public for money on which to
Conduct the Institution.
The divorce suit of F. W. Malcolm
against hie wife, now to the Court of
Appeals, has a record of 2 533 type,
written pages of deposition..
Herod Fletcher was sentenced to
eighteen years in the penitentiary
for the murder of his cousin, Simon
Fletcher, in Mageffiu county.
There are a few of those floe mules
at L. L. Buckner'e stable.
A. S Tribble,
Sales man.
The Farmers' Home Journal, Louis-
ville, says not much is doing in dark
tobacco, and that prices for that kind
of tobacco, are not log out of the
COMMOD
NoW is the time for those in easy
cir umetancee financially, to lay up
treasures in heaven, by contributing
to the comfort and alleviate the suf
faring of the poor.
Beet sewed half solea$1, items tacked
75 cents, at JEFF YORK'S', shop over
Hoo•er & Ballard's.
The change In the weather Is we).
etom-d by all, and especially by our
rnereh We, ait It will bring eu oomers
to town who have been kept away b)
th- extreme nold was! tier.
Charlee B H mingway, of Ken
toelty, a $1 600 clerk in the pension.
lies been promoted to Assist
ant Chief of Division at a salary of
$1 800 por annum.
When you walk down the streets
to-day just notice how the brick.
break under your feet. That comes
from allowing the snow to remain
•od mIt on the pavements
Howard Salle, a voting man of
Dativille, who has been missing since
lest November, has turned up so
Washington city, where he has en-
listed in the United Stetem Navy
A $100 share of stock of 'he Chemi-
cal National Bank In New York re
eently sold for $4,925. Thereto now
for sale now,-r ewspaper editors,
deubtlemo having bought it all up.
We didn't buy much of it.
The Poetoffime Department has $1,-
800 000 with which to pay money
orders which have been iasue.1 too
never present for payment. This
fund has beeu accumulating for years
The orders were doubtless lost and
can never be recovered.
Dr. S. J. Baker, Specialist. Eye
ear throat and nose. Lady attendant,
ever Wallooe's drug store.
The total value of property in Cal-
loway county, according to the as
aessment for 1893, is $2,886,336. The
value of property exempt from taxa-
tion Is listed at $523 4.54. Money de-
poeited in bank is reported at $17,024
ond cash on hard, $25,894.
Mrs. L. V. Lancaster, formerly o'
Muhlenberg county, this State, W4P
released from jell at Greenville, Tex ,
the otber day after having been im-
prisoned about eight months. Sot
was charged with poisoning J. J
Lancaster, her alleged husband, bu•
he case was dismissed for the lace
of evidence against her. J. J. Lan-
caster was also a native of Kentucky.
In the Circuit Court at. Paducah
Judge Bishop has decided that the
election of Mr. Charles K. Wheeler
to be City Attorney at that place wa-
illegal. As will be recalled, he and
Col. Husband were candidates for the
position and the strength of each was
equal. To prevent a tie vote one
member of the Council!, supposed to
be it. favor of Mr. Husbands, voted
for another man. The Mayor voted
for Mr. Wheeler, but the plaintiff4 ii-
tie suit contended the election ille
gal, and Judge Bishop so decided the
ease yesterday. Whether or not this
will conclude the eutt or whether it
will be carried to the Court of eip
peals has Out been learned.
Have your clothes made, cleanse
and repaired by Joe
P'nwright, the tailor Soo
cutter. Foreign and domestic
woolens for pants and suiting. alway•
on hand at reasonable price,. Bridg.
*creel, opposite KisiTUcKY New ERA
office.
Dead.
Ell Mark., once king of Southeri
gamblers, died yesterday morning
He was known all over the ceuutr
as a daring and usually successful
wooer of the fickle goddess of fortune
In Ludt.
Caldwell county has secured from
the Government $1,800 for the use of
the court house and other publie
property during the war The college
at Princeton was occupied at the
same time, but remuneration for this
was made several years ago.
In a Bad Fix.
The condition of the Caldwell
County Pair Company has becom•
precarious through bard times and
heavy expenses The principa'
stockholder is J. D. Leech, of Prince-
ton, who proposes either to buy the
remaining shares and will then lease
the property, or else to have the court
sell the whole concern.
.1•••
Dr. Coleman's Views.
Dr. J. S. Coleman, the well known
Baptist minister, of Hartford, has
the following query and opinion in
laid Issue of tbe Kentucky Baptist:
''Is Woman Suffrage a Political or
Theological Qeestion? If political
let politicians discuss it, since it is
not a suitable subject for the pulpit.
"If preachers can keep women at
their proper place In the church,
they will have their hands full with-
nt preaching 'Woman's Suffrage.' "
•Sr
A High Compliment.
Mr Logan Fenton, formerly of Hop
kirs•ille, has been tegoested to com-
pete for the American architect ual
scholarship at Rome, valued at $2,000.
He justly regards the invitation as a
big compliment.
Warwick, the itepubli tan, was
elected mayor -f Philadelphia by
majority of 66,000.
Highest of all in Leavening 1'ov/ere-Laws: U. S. Gov't Repasts
Bakin
seems Powder
ABSOLUTELY PURE
DIDN'T COME.
The Mob. That
was Reported
to be
Preparing to Come
to the City did not
Materialize.
A posse of Thirty Citizens
Were Armed and Stayed
on Duty to Prevent
The Mob, In Case it Came. from
Hanging Pete Nays, the
Negro who Killed
W. B. Lyle.
Wednesday it was reported that it
mob had been formed in the county
for the purpose of coming to this city
and lynching Peter Mays, the negro
In jail for killing W. B. Lyle. As
soon as this rumor reached the ears
of Mayor Dabney be at once took
steps to uphold the majesty of the
law. He had the chief if pollee to
summons and arm a posse of thirty
citizens to see that the laws of this
city and county were not trampled
under foot, and that a man was not
hung without due process of law
Thursday everybody commended the
very prompt and wise action of the
mayor, who has 4,1 along shown that
oe was the very msn for the position
het he holds
A representative of the NEw ERA
was asking the Mayor about the mat-
ter to-day The Mayor told him that
the night he heard that there wee
some probability of a mob coming to
the city, and that he had determined
when be went into ern .0 that the
laweof the towns/30131d be abeyed,and
hat when be beard about the mob
he at once made up his mind that It
should be foiled, and that the good
reritation of the city and county
should be upheld, even if he had to
sommons every citizen of the town to
do it, so he at once instructed the
Chief of Police to get together and
arm a posse of thirty responsible cltl
zone and station them in and about
the jail and the court-house, where
they could command the entrance to
the jail. This was done, and he had
the Chief of Police to give the men
Instructions as to how they should
ant in the event that a mob came in
The Mayor expressed his gratifica-
tion at the fact that the county au
tboritiee, the County Judge and
Sheriff, both tendered him their as-
sistance in case it should be necessa-
ry to preserve the peace and uphold
the dignity of the law.
The posse we* divided and placed
so as to command every entrance to
the couuty jail, the whole body of
men being in command of Chief
Fritz. It would have been imposel-
Me for a mob to have entered the jail
last night, as the men on duty were
determined to prevent it.
We hope that the ci'lzena of the
county do not contemplate lynching
Peter May.. The laws of the Corn
rnonwealth should be rsepected, and
in this ease especially there is no ex-
',use, as Circuit Court will begin next
Monday, and there is no reason on
•arth to believe that Peter Maya wili
not, in that court, have metel out to
tins the punishment that his crime
may deserve. Lynching does more to
break down law and cause respect for
law to weaken in a oummunity than
anything on earth. It Judge Lynch
Is to preside, then why do we ha•i-
taws and courts to enforce them?
Why should citizens, good and res-
ponsible men, take it upon them-
selves to punish criminals when
there are courts for the purpose?
The laws of the land say that every
member of a mob which puts a man
to death is guilty of murder, and can
oe prosecuted for it. If people would
'illy stop and think they would
eever join in mobs. If good CIIIZPOS
would back-up the courts and aid in
upholding tbe law there would ' be
(ewer crimes. We hope that Peter
Mays, or any other criminal
in our county may always
get what the law allows to
every man-a fair and impartial trial.
There is too much lynching gniug on
in our State now, and now is the time
ta call a halt on it. The citizens
should all aid the courts, and not
break them down by taking the law
in'o their own hands.
Here at Last.
We are now in receipt of our full
me of wheels for 1895, Columbias,
Victors, Sterne., Eolipse, Syracuse
tod other leading brands of wheels
vary:tig io weight from 19 the to 26
be. There Is not a house in the coun-
try that carr es as large a 'Ina if
wheels as you will find on our stand..
Call and see them. No trouble to
-bow them. Forbes & Bro.
sa & w
Died at Cadiz.
Mr. J. W. Howell, of Cadiz, died at
his home In that place at 10 o'clock
Tuesday. Mr. Howell was the
father of Mr. R E. Howell, of this
city. He was in his sixty-sixth year,
and his death was due to heart
disease and dropsy. The remains
were brought to this city, and the
foneral oacurred at Hopewell oeme-
tery about 1 o'clock Wednesday af-
ternoon.
The Genuine Merit
Of Hood's Sarsaparilla wins :riende
wherever it is fairly and honestly
tried. To have perfect health, you
must have pure blood, and the best
way to have pure blood is to take
Hood's Sarsaparilla, the best blood
purifier and:strength builder. It ex-
pels all taint of scrofula, saltrheum
tine all other humors, and at the
same time builds up the whole
system.
Hood's Pills are prompt and effici-
•nt. 260.
During the past year there we. a
decrease In the groom earning. of 'he
A PRETFY WEDDING.
The weddir.g of Miss El,zsbetb
Nelenn Wend mud Mr. J R.eers
Berowhich occurred a. One. Church
a, 6otoloeit Wetteereier «veiling was
a moo ty tole The church W4.•
(vete hendieinuelv decorated for the
occeelon. T e chancel was draped in
gr en interspersed with white roses,
vid was very pretty.
The bride was dressed In whlt•
maim end wore the white veil custo-
mary on such occasions The maid
of honor, Miss teethe Rue', wore a
dress of sonic light green material,
while the four retnaieing ettemiants
were dressed in pore a hite,-,Il of
them carried b gaols of w1.6te earns
Ilene
Wteso the weddieg march, which
was exceedingly well played by
Miss Follausby, was begun
the bride entered on her father's arm,
and was preceded by the millers tied
followed by the bride's maids up the
stele to the chalice', where they took
their places on either side, the ladles
In the right and the gentlemen facing
them. At the chancel the party was
met by the niluister, the groom and
his best man, and here the meld of
honor took her place to the left of the
bride and her father, the groom and
his best man occupying a peeition OD
tbe right. The beautiful marriage
ceremony of the Episcopal Church
was then gone through with by R•v
John W. Venable in a solemn and
impressive manner. After the cere-
mony was over the bridal party went
to the residence of the bride's parents
where a supper had been spread, and
where they remained until the bride
and groom left at 10 o'clock to take
the North-bound express for a trip of
ten days or two weeks.
There were five couples rf atten-
dants: bliss Sallie Rust, of this city,
and Mr. Preston Satterwhite, rf
Louisville; Miss Barr, of Louisville.
and Dr. H. H. Wallace, of this city;
Miss Maud Anderson, of Owensboro,
and Mr. Jack Livingston, of L xiug-
ton ; Miss Cornelia Foard, of Eirling-
ton, and Mr. Hunter Wood, Jr.; Miss
Madge EsIrleigh and Mr. Weikel
Wood.
The party entertained at supper
eonslisod of the above nem oi et end
ants and Ju Ige J ho W B orr, Mr
Joh,' W. Barr, Jr., Mi Pees Anna and
Susie Barr, Mr and Mrs J. B. Mc-
F-irran, Mr and Mrs Morton Joyce,
and Mr. Eugene Knott, all of Louis-
ville, and Mr. L. A. Washington,
superintendent of the Ohio Valley
Railroad.
Toney the Winner
The State Coutest Board by a vote
3 i 2 his declared that Judge Toney
had been elected Judge of the Court
of Appeals from the Louleville dis-
trict. If Judge Toney persists in de-
eilnIng, (3 tvernor Brown will hove
n appoint some one to MI the WOAD
cy until the November section. The
vote stood as follows: For affi ming
the election of Judge Toney, Secre-
tary of State Recite), Attorney Gen-
eral Hendrick and Treasurer Hale;
against Gov. Brown and Auditor
Norman.
Mr Chas. ettnemer and Miss Louise
Bierechene, both of Henderson, were
married there last night
• es,
Elder G. W. Terrill, of Owensboro,
is gaining considerable cheap notori-
ety. A few days ago he preached on
Marie Jansen, and last Sunday he
abused the city officials of Owensboro
because the people of that town gem-
bled, saying that the officers were re
.ponsible because they did not put an
end to it. It'a easy to abuse r Moors
from the pulpit, as they have no op
portunity to reply. The preacher put
In the officerte place would do no
more towards stopp rig gambling I ban
loess rhocmoer,-he could arrest all
he Paw, and no more-that's what the
•fficers usually do.
Reduced Rates.
Annual Couference o: the Epworth
League in Kentucky.
On accouot of the above conference
the Ohlo Valley R'y will sell tickets
to Nee port, Ky., and return on Feb.
21st and 221 at one fare for !be round
trip. Ticket.; good returning until
February 2.5'h,
E. M.-Stroewooto Agent.
B F. MITCHELL, O. A.
This Should Be The Law.
This law is found on the statute
books of New York, section 2549 of
the Penal Code:
"Any person who willfully states,
delivers or transmits by soy means
whatever to any manager, editor,
publisher, reporter or other employe
of a publisher of a newspaper, maga-
rne, publication, periodical or serial,
an- statement concerning any per-
son or corporation, which, If pub-
liebeei therein, would be a libel, Is
guilty of a mi-demeauer.
It should be on the statute books of
Kentucky. Will not the press of the
State, the honest stof-respecting press
of Kentucky, ask of the uext Legis-
lature the passage of such a law
Put this at the head of your COI-
UM(li, and ask your representative to
make it his special duty to pas such
a law.
L. & N. EXCURSIONS.
On account of the Annual State
Convention of the Y. M. ('., the L. &
N will sell round trip tickets to
Lexington at one fare on Feb'ry 20th
to 22d, inclusive return limit FeCry
26th.
Account of the Annual Conference
of the Epw nth Leagues in Kentucky
the L. la N. will sell round trip tick-
ets to Neport, Ky., at one fare, Feb-
ruary 21st and 221; limited to Feb'ry
25th. J. M. ADAMS, Agent.
• •
•
MARDI (IRAS.
On 119CoULI1 Ot Mardi Gras celebra-
tions at Mobile and New Orleans, the
L &N will sell sell round trip to those
points at one fare on Feb'ry 19th to
24th. Good returning until March
15th. J. M. Alums, Agent.
Awarded
Highest Honors-World's Fair.
• D
CREAM
BIKING
ifD111
TO2ACCO
Salee by A‘ierathy & Co , F b•uer,
eo. of o ii loieeliesd- , f now.:
5 Mule lei( at $7 60, 7 30, 7 20, 7 00,
6 40
6 bhds lugs at Si 35, 2 91, 2 70, 2 60,
2 26.
We lid an active demand for all
the ti bAcco that we r &red.
see
Salem bI G tither &W st of 11 bbd .
,1 as follow.:5 hilde. medium to good leaf, $8 25,7 70,7 25, 6 30 5 314 htilie. camition green leaf In softorder at $2 65, 2 8), 2 9), '2 50
2 blithe trash lugs at I 25 and 1 MO
Market etenog on good tolateco, but
extremely low on common deecrip.
leaf and lug-'.
Cheap Travel.
Prohibition Mete Convention at
L uIsvIlIe. The Ohio R'y will
sell tickets to delegates attending t'oe
above convention, on Fehroary 2.5th
and 26th, at one and one-third fare
for the round trip.
E. M Strestwoon Agent.
B F. MITClieLL, 0. P. A.
The City Cowell if Mt 0:ivet has
Ox el the tax rete for that town at 66
cents on the $100. The State, comity,
town and school tax there now
amounts to $2 21 1,2 on the $100, and a
great many citizens are making vig-
orous objections to the big tax rate-
as they see it.
Gentry, gee murderer af Madge
Yorke, who: was found half dead
from an astempt at suicide, will re-
cover.
LI Hung (bang's enemies now
charge him with being a traitor with
a echeme on hand to overthrow the
present Chinese dynasty.
The children's jacket makers'
uniou of the Knights of Labor went
on a strike in New York. Altogether
3,000 are out, including about 100 wo-
Men.
The L.gielative committee charged
with the investigaeon of frauds ID
connection with Tennessee's elec-
tion for Governor has commenced
work.
It -preventatives of all the distillers
of the country are in conference with
the Cblet It4uelver of the Whisky
Trust, the object being the adjust
went of prices.
TWO MASCULINE. GIRLS.
- -
Immolations About Them by the Other
Paseengere In the Car.
It was their brief, uncrinolined dream
skirts that drew the eyes of the up to
date girl. A messenger boy tried to fig.
ore out how their hair staid up with
nothing so feminine as hairpins in evi-
dence. The manlike cuffs peeping above
the dogskin gloves attracted the atten-
tion of a business man, while a dude
started as be caught sight of their well
built boots. Even the conductor stared
hard at them.
One of the girls was not eo far gone
in her masculinity as the other. The
twist of velvet in her hat showed a lin-
gering leaning toward the feminine, but
the eyeglasses, the umbrella and the
armful of books were common to both.
All nnconsciotet of the interest they in-
spired, the two buried themselves in
their notebooks. The more masculine
planted ter feet well apart and toted her
knees as an umbrella rack. This didn't
enhance the grace of her abbreviated
dross skirt. Every now and then she
nourished a liberal handkerchief that
was in curious contrast to the lacy shred
tucked into the up to date girl's card-
case. "Who and what were they any-
way?" the paseengers asked themselves.
"Women suffragists," thought the
butiness man.
"Some of three dreadfully strong
minded creatures that want to vote,'
said the up to date girl to herself.
"Jingo! All they need is trowtere,"
was the mental remark of the niess4,nger
boy, while the dude's feeble brain regis-
tered genie such impression, ad these:
"Aw-I've heard of so. 14-aw-women,
dontcherkuow-hut, goodness,
I've never-aw-never wtt.ily seen one
-AW-Met''-
Just hero the more masculine girl
looked up from her notebook.
"Do you think disintegration in
typhus possible?" she asked her compan-
ion in loud, clear tones.
"Why, yes," replied the other. "If
we accept the globular theory, you
know."
The mystery was solved. They were
medical students. All the other passen-
gers drew a sigh of relief, except the
dude. He had vanished into thin air. -
New York Sun.
:woo:ow...Toe
r a
GRIZZLY WH1PPEP 13Ne A COW.
Bosse nouned So Terrible Rage in Datenes
of Her Offspring.
"Usually a row does not stand much
chance when she engages in a hand to
taint conflict with a grizzly bear," Paid
Michael April, A Colorado stockman, t
a writer for DumbAnimals, but several
years ago one of my oows killed one of
these animals and came out of the strug-
gle without a ecrteh. The cow had re-
ceetly given birth to n calf. It being
her firstborn, the mother was exceed-
ingly vicious, and it was unsafe for it
stranger to approach her, as her horns
were long and pointed. The cattle shed
had a thatched roof and was scooped
out of the hillside a clout distance from
the hone°.
"One eight a bear, having Fnielied the
presence of a cow and calf, mounted the
roof of the shed and proceeded to force
an entrance by scratching through the
thatch. The cow at the same time de-
teeted the presentee of the bear and held
herself in readinees to receive the in
truder The noise of a terrible struggle
aroused me, and grabbing a lantern 1
rushed from the house, and opening the
shed door found the row in a frantic
state, bunting and tossing to awl fro
some large object, which evidently had
lost all power of resistance.
"It turned out to be a good sized griz-
zly, which had been run through and
through the body by the courageous
mother. The little calf was nestled in a
sleeping peacefully, and seemed
unmindful of the maternal struggle. I
',tippets.° that as soon As the bear gained
an emtrauce threueh the roof it was
pinned to the ground by the cow's horns
before it bad time to do any damage."
Toe Coneldeeftte.
Pat Hooligan. while slating the roof
of ODA of our highest buildings, lost
his footing and felt
Over awl cv4r he went until within
25 fi et of tie-pavement, when be struck
a ttliairaeli wire and managed to grasp
it, first with coo kind, then with both.
"Hang on for your life, Pat!" about
ed his fellow workmen, and the bystand-
ers rushed to the neareet dwelling for a
that trt
Pat hedd on hr a few Beeonam, when
Ruddenly, with a cry of "Sthand from
nnaber!" he dropped and lay senseless
in the street.
Whiskye  t:  was used, and Pat finallyI
When asked why b (tidal hold out
longer, he fray le plied:
"Oi wne efratti the wire'd break!"
He rt cov(:(11. -New York Dispatch.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Dissolution Notice.
The partuership heretofore exist-
ing between Waller & Collins was
dissolved on Jan. 1, 1895, by mutual
cannot, Mr. Collins retiring. Mr.
Waller assumes' the payment of all
debt. against the firm. 3.3 w 4
THOS. F COLLINS.
Hotel Latham
lIopkinsville, Ky.,
Is the finest Hotel In the South. All
modern improvemeots. Strom Hatt
and Electric Light. throughout.
Bates, $2 03 to 83 60 per day.
High Grade Groceries!
Everything We Have
Is
FRESH!
We Guarantee
Quality.
We want your regular-all.
the-year-round-trade. Let us
sell you all you can eat.
0. 11. Morrill & Co.
Main Street.
The Prescription Drug Store
Wallace &
Taliaferro.
Prescriptions carefully and
accurately compounded at
all hours, and a full line of
drug sundries, paints and
oils.
No. 14 Main Street.
Telephone No. 7.
JoHN ft CASTLEMAN A G LANGHAM.
Royal Insurance Co. 
Of Liverpool.
(IN( O)t141.1tAl ED. I
7 - re.t. 4tt -1‘stat4tamot......464.4 4411,orpoimpor,„..„4
-•1444`...
••10•••••101/6•1•••
----Annual 1896-,,-
New Year-Sa
w to loll
smut pet
e
We want to clean out before 8pringA=Weitre
willing to sell these goods at a sacrifirraMI
our loss will be your gain if you burtiwar.
o • eiu041
Men's Shoes.
Meu's Imo. and gaiter cap toe. 99
" calf shoe, several styles....$1 011
'' calf shoes, worth $2  I 50
" calf, only a few, worth $3  200
" calf, only a few, worth 3 40, 2 25
" calf, only a few, worth 500, 3 50
Underwear.
All wool Mite 21 50.  85
.6 I I 200  160
II 
" Iamb', wool  1 26
" " camel's hair 4 00  1 50
" veers fine 6 00 
 
 250
A few salts pf health underwear
%worth 4 00 .......... . on
We want to sell all of our wirier un-
derwear and will sell them cheap.
Petree & Co.
( it t - • • ChilittNtsekr46 ? OWit.' Ste ' , , „te e. ot 042
P It rn , . it J41.1•••06‘11. eageof)
above. •
SP/Ilit.;011944, lOr '11-1444f  Snots
One stlyetielsaff. les' flue shoes, $1.26 tin 
We have reduced our line of. Spring heettisiessa; lit tb40,1.X.P0.76 cc
h welts, $4 50 for A few pairsittrrifier Alen'  1 00
Al $3 00 welts for 
The.. are good new goods.
800
250
Furnishing Goads.
Great reductiotis in all our line of
furnishing goods. The items are too
numerous to mention, but a call will
convince you
IVEttcski. 'Ws
is tbe hibbie of the beet $1 50 shoe ever
shown to Kentucky. Ask for it.
4-fr. •
These are g o
a bargain at the el ic .
eel sA
ul but
Boys' Clothilagsst,
, and
We are selling everything In this
line at prices never equaled in this
city. Come and see them mitre have
only a few left.
Petree & Co. Petree & Co.
 Petree Mpg iCo.
Overcoats.
We had rather sell over-
coats at any price than pack
them up and hold over sum-
mer. We have quite a good
assortment yet, especially in
large sizes. If you have any
thought of buying an over-
coat come in and see what we
have and hear our prices.
J. IL Anderson & Co.
• • 3.11. Dagg, co.
EContractor Builder,
Guarantees satisfaction. a
Building Materials of Every Description,
Plans, Sped i fications and Eestimates Promptly Furnished.
Barbee &Castleman VIRGINIA STREET,
Managers Southern Department,
"The Columbia" Building, Louisville, Ky
Agents in all towns in the South.
THE - LEADER
Still In The Lead! 
And for the next Thirty (30) Days we will put on sale
the following genuine Bargains:
Just Received Jut • 11(colvd!
New reilings,.4ll Colors!
HATS.
Walking at. 3.5 cents
Sailors at 20 cents
Caps at 23 cents
Shapes at 26 cents
Stylish Trimmed Hats from 50 cents
up to $1.50.
Pattern Hats and Bonnets of the very
',stem Ptyles.
These Goods Must Be So'd
Rogaroiroa of Cost In the next THIR-
TY DAYS to make room for our
spring goods. Give us a call and con-
vince yourself that we mean what we
say. No lady can afford to miss this
opportunity.
Ribbons, Birds 4- Feather8
In endless variety at your own price.
Beautiful line new
Hankerehiefs
From  3 oenta op
New line Etnbroldcrlee' Newest Pat.
ten's in Eudgings, and Insartione
to match.
Linen, Smyrna, Silk, Valenenne
Beading.
DOYLIES
For Honiton Work, and Honiton lace
to match.
C LO.4 KS.
We have just a few choice Chil-
dren's Cloaks left, which we will sell
regardless of coed.
C.4PS.
Silk Caps at 29 mots
HOODS 25 cents up
HOSE.
Childrens' fast Macs seamless 10 chi
Bleynle Hoge 16 cts
Ladies' Geuulne Barnacled
Black  19 eta
In Tan, Real Long, 10 oeta up
C. B. Corsets at 89 c
ents
R Corsets at 89 cents
Standard at 63 cents
Comfort at 48 cents
Daisy at  23 cents
Kings Soft finished Thread, 5 Spools for 5 Cents.
The Leader,
FleilittleINT•
the net earnings show a 5g b. In- 1:teen Ammonia, A ItL-1 1. fey 
oeha adtai
crease, tC V- • 'TWO 11:01DAltra 1 103 MAIN STREET.
L  it ilyn'Y (."1"1'4",, bu. k pore Grape Cresm of Tartar Powder. Free
Between Fourth and Fifth, Hopkinsville. Ky.
'Telephone, 98. larP. 0. Box, 67.
C. G. MCDANIEL, . ' • Business M'g'r.
N. B.-Call and see the new "Perfection" Pump.
Ur
jrItZ
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imommommimmi
orodd FunnY4RAidmici-luslionug;
P a
nything else you
antis wish to call it, but
'tis a fact.
Choi
Then
$4.00 Pants for
:3 00 Pants for
2.30 pants for
2.00 Pants for
1.50 Pants for
1.25 Pants for
i‘ of all pants worth-
UU from 85 to 87.50
for
And other odd pants at
$2.00
- 1.50
1.23
- 1.00
.75
_ 
.(;:l
'Twill Soon End.
211
50 and 75c Shirts for - 25c
75c child's caps for - - 20c
75c to $1.50 gloves for 49c
$10.0 suits for - $3.00
13.00 suits for - 5.00
20.00 su;ts for - - 7.50
Come at Once.
COX 
*YA. BIJUL WARE.&
MINN
,
 :AMINIlare
TA GLORIOUS GOSPEL
211,- "."
' hareanfor :It the-i. 1-On7sjsi :c7iii-itay Is
. abort-if we can only land tbere. You
pei. And' la me sny 'the kariolienIs
end thousand. cd, edeeetedtuet ' there 87.0 sainany I do want to meet
*HE NEW KiRK ACADEMY OF MUSIC mi„„,A ; *ea* otildenn. my favorite prophet, andvoting men about to enter t Joisie emee''''""n-neetiee . g the. evangelists, and. Paul
...so the i aneong the apeatles, and Wychf among
er7le the n ertyrs, anti Ileurdaloueanioug the
entree Prnsollene, Dautetamoug the poets,
;:";nwnen and Ihreelock among the heroes, and
our lorved whom we have so much
chartett
I mined einee tney left us, so many thir-
d ‘,.Lie ef tOe iwart, theinebsenee some-
I num* inmost unbearable, and, mention-
asemn-
s_ to ,..3 31, ile0 last en ell because
;e4 amet Lim themslit climacteric, our bless-
-owe e 11 lee O. v.:tient wimei we could never
r se. , e tOe chi en tie at all. Ho took our
here; e . lair ransom. Ile
lee.m.Oareel our stripes.
I le -.nen our reenr-
le • alorious name
: .or be all tho
: nen be all the thrones!
THRONGED. ministry from the theological s
of all deneruinatioes, on tin,
lialaireasta sad foreeful bermes by Sae. other side of the seas, that th
; Dr. Talmiage-The Great Edifice Crowd- drawing power like the 
glori
"Him bath Gal lifted up t
ea to the Doors sad Several Thousand
men unto him." Get your sou
Turned Away. and surcharged with this get
Naw Yoe', Feb. 17.-Several thou- you will have Jahn) audiences
sand persons were turned away this not have to announce in order t
bite such audiences a Sunday
afternoon from the doors of the Acad-
cred concert, with a brief al
*my of Music after the huge building the pastor, or the presenee
.lasol been filled to overflowing, the Pettis," C le minstrels
crewds having begun to assemble fully new exposure of Tammeny,
two hours before) the time fixed for accompanied by a magic tante'
opening the sereices. Rev. Dr. Talmage , reorpticon views.
took for his subject "Tho Glorious Glorious New..
Gospel, " nee text chosen being, "Ac- The glorious gospel of the b
cording to the glorious gospel of tho as spoken iu my text will
bleated God, which was committed to drawing power, and when t
geta fall swing it will have h
my trust" (1 Timothy i, Ile lulu and a power mightier thu
The greatest novelty of our time is the Atlantic ocean when tp
the gospeL It is so old that it is new. force of the September equinoi
As potters and artists are now attempt- the highlands of the Nay
ing to fashion pitchers and cups and meaning of the word "gospel'
mulons ware like those of 1,900 years news," and my test says it ks glorious
ago recently brought up from buried good news, and we must tell in our
Pompeii, and inch maps and pitchers churches, and over our. dry g
and curious ware are universally admir. ters, and in our factories, and
ad, so any one who can unshovel the thrashing machines, and ba
real gospel from the mountains of stuff Plows. and on our ships' deck
under which it has been buried will be our parlors, our nurseries and
able to preeent something that will at- as though it were glorious g
tract the gaze and admiration and and not with a dismal drair
adoption of all the people. It is amazing voice, and a dismal look on /0
what substitutes have been preeented
Mir what my text calls "the glorious
gasps/ " There has been a hemispheric
awning.
•Ithe timeseartaali Preachers.
There are many people in this and all
other large aseemblages who have no
more idea of what the gospel really is
than they have of what is contained in
the fourteenth chapter of Zend-Avesta.
the Bible of the Hindoo, the first copy of
which I ever saw I purchased in Cal-
cutta last September. The old gospel
is 50 feet under, and the work has been
done by the shovels of thoee who have
been trying to contrive the philosophy
of religion. There is no philosophy
about it. It is a plain matter of Bible
statement and of childlike faith_ Some
of the theological seminaries have been
hotbeds of infidelity because they have
tried to teach the "philosophy of reli-
gion" By the time that many a young
theological student gets half through his
preparatory course be is so filled with
doubts about plenary inspiration, and
the divinity of Christ, and the questions
of eternal destiny, that he is more fit
for the lowest bench in the infant class
of a Sunday school than to become a
teacher and leader of the people. The
ablest theological professor is a Chris-
tian mother, who out of her own expe-
rime* can tell the 4-year-old how beau-
tiful Christ waa on earth, and how
beautiful be now is in heaven, and how
dearly he loves little folks, and then
ithe kneels down and puts one arm
around the boy, and with her somewhat
faded cheek against the roseate cheek
of the little one consecrates him for
time and eternity to him who said,
"Suffer them to come unto me." What
an awful work Paul made with the D.
A's, and the LL D.'s, and the F. R
EL 'a. when be cleared the decks of the
old gospel ship by saying, "Not many
wise men, not many noble, are called,
but God bath chosen the weak thingsof
the world to confound the mighty."
A Theological Dade.
There &its the dear old theologian
with his table piled up with all the
great books on inspiration and exegesis
and apologetics for the Almighty and
writing out his own elaborate work on
the philosophy of religion, and his lit-
tle grandchild coming up to him for a
good night kiss he accidentally knocks
off tho biggest book from the table, and
it falls on the head of the child, of
whom Christ himself &lid, "Out of the
mouths of babes and sucklings thou bast
perfected praise." Ah. my friends, the
Bible wants no apologeties. The throne
of the last judgment wants no apolo-
getic& Eternity wants no apologetics.
Scientists may tell us that natural light
is the npropagation of undulations in an
elastic medium, and thus set in vibra-
tory motion by the action of luminous
bodies," but no one knows what gospel
light is until his own blind eyes by the
touch of the Divine Spirit have opened
to see the noonday of pardon and peaoe.
Scientists may tell us that natural sound
is "the effect of an impression made on
the organs of hearing by an impulse of
the air, caused by a collision of bodies,
or by other means," but those only know
what the gospel sound is who have heard
the voice ot Christ directly, saying:
"Thy slam are forgiven thee. Go in
peace. " The theological dude unrolls
upon the plush of the exquiaitely carved
palms a learned discourse 'bowing that
the garden ot Eden was an allegory, and
Solomon's Song a rather indelicate love
ditty, aod the book of Job a drama in
'which oaten Ma& the star actor, and that
Remo was three-quarters right about
the miracles of Jesus, and that the Bi-
ble was gradually evoliated and the best
thought of the different ages, Moses and
David and Paul doing the best they
could under the circumstances, and
therefore to be encouraged. Lord of
heaven and earth, get us out of the Lon-
don fog of higher criticism!
The night is dark, and the way is
rough, and we have a lantern which
God has pnt in our hands, but instead
of employing that lantern to show our-
selves and others the right way we are
discussing lanterna, their shape, their
nee, their material, and which is the
better light-kerostene, lamp oil or can-
dle-and while we dismiss it we stand
all around the lantern, so that we shut
out the light from the multitudes who
are stumbling on the dark mountains of
sin and death. Twelve hundred dead
birds were found one morning around
Etartholdi's statue in New York harbor.
They had dashed their life out against
the lighthouse the night before. Poor
things! And the great lighthouse of the
gospel-how mealy high soaring think-
8
ate have beaten all their religious life ont
&mann it, while it was intended for
cely one thing, and that to show all na-
tional the way into the harbor of God's
mercy and to the crystalline wharves of
the heavenly city, where the immortals
are waiting for new arrivals. Dead sky-
larks, when they might have been flying
stasphs.
A Question of Belief.
Here also come, covering up the old
gospel, some who think they can by law
and exposure of crime save the world,
and from Portland, Me., acrose to San
Francisco, and back again to New Or-
lases and Savannah, many of the minis-
ters have sone into the detective busi-
iliess:" irorialY refOrm-by -all-means; but
unless it be also gospel reform it will
be dead failure. In Now York its chief
work has been to give us a change of
bosom We had a Democratie bone and
now it is to be a Republican boss, but
the quarrel in Who shall be the Repub-
lican? Politics will save the cities the
sante day that eatau evangelizes perdi-
tion.
Here comes another clam of people
who in pulpit and outside of it cover np
tbe gospel with the theory that it makes
no final difference what you believe or
bow you act, you are hound for heaven
anyhow. There they sit, side by side,
in heaven: Garfield, and Guiteau. who
shot him; Lincoln, and John Wilkes
Booth, who apsaminated him; Washing-
ton, and Thomas Paine, who slandered
him; Nana Sahib, and the missionaries
whom he clubbed to death at Cawnpnr;
Herod, and the children whom he mas-
sacred; Paul, and Nero, who beheaded
him. Am a result of the promulgation of
such a mongrel and conglomerate heav-
en. there are millions of people in Chris-
tendom who erpect to go straight to
heaven from their sersglioa, and their
ireebrimioa, and their suicides. when
among the loudest thunders that break
over :as bmaltic island to which St
John was expatriated was the oee in
which God annottaned that "the abom-
nobble and the murderers and whore-
mongers and sorcerers and idolaters and
all liars, shall have their place in the
lake which burneth with fire and brim-
stone, which is the second death." I
oorrect what I said when I declared the
gospel was buried 50 feet deep. It is
buried 1,000 feet deep. Had the glorious
gospel beets given fnll opportunity, I
think before this the world would have
had no need of pulpit or sermon or
prayer or church, but thanksgiving and
hosannas would have resounded in the
temple to which the mountains would
bays been pillars, and the blue skies the
dome, and the rivers the baptistery, and
all nations the worshipers in the midi-
tartan) of the outspread world. But so
far from that, as I remarked in the
opening sautence of this sermon, the
Or 14
1.
tsed Cal I -
ve room oa.
t gospel , ., I o te me it, and 1 will see it
tnemen- e!airnettion. On a throne
will comethat ef ,nlinks the day
der to,. ! wileu in oollie great hall of eternity all
tstemes the e:s earth whom be has con-
k. The gaered lee grace will assemble again
3 i.g,x31 eroseu him. Wide and high and till*
amino fuel upholstered as with the sun-
rinei :it!!! F1111SIAP of 1,000 years, great
neo rot In of heaven. Like the
hm. r : .-tolineentek forest the ran-
soc:. •I and Christ standing
on a le O •.•-_•ci surrounded by worship-
ers They sIall come mit
of tle) fertl!...; past led on by the proph-
ets; t:. sasel rome out of the early
Om oneee 1..1 e:t by. the apostles; they
f: •:t en-tle! meturies still
.anse ; 1,0 eI••••-pions of tile
trene 1.. e. ar and heroines yet to be
borrt
7 t1:, •1 front that vastest audience
ce r eso mei, 1 ie rill tile universe there
seill go up the shout: "Crown him!
Crown him I Crown him!" and the Fa-
ther who long ago promised this his
only begotten Son, "I will give thee the
heatnen f Cane inheritance and the
ntt !me t rams of the nth for thy pos-
se,. a. it, erc.Wll upon the
fareitead yet scaryed with crucifixion
• •• I ^" tee 1: ,st ; 1,f heaven.
o I; . .1•• tip et the gal
o ri Ile ir crying:
(. T II! King of heaven!
Eir mon King ef seraphs! Thy
Lien: verlasto kingdom, and
te tay :ea- ems theron'onsall be no end i
Arm n anion! Amen and amen!"
a C0112-
Oyer our
ind oar
and in
itebens,
news.
in err
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as though religion were a il monatie
twinge, or a dyerkeptio pang' ler a ma-
larial chill, or aa attack of nervous
proetration. With nine "bleasede" er
'•happys," Christ began his terne.n en
the mount-blessed the podr biesseO
the mourner; blessed the meek; bleased
the hangry; blamed the mercifnl; bless-
ed the pure; blessed the penakers;
blessed the persecuted; blessed the re-
viled; blessed, blessed, blessed happy,I
happy, happy. Glorious good ews for
the young as through Christ ey mem
have their coming years enatitlett-and
for a lifetime all the angels ofr ..1 On 'r
coseljutore, and all the annien.if !
their allies. Glorious good neltvie i, r i : !
middle aged as through Christ tno y n,es•
have their perplexities disentahgled, and
their courage rallied, and their victory
over all obstacles and hindrances math
forever sure. Glorious good Denis for the
aged as they may have the syrneathy of
him of whom St. John wrote, til is head
and his hairs were white likie wool, : s
white as snow," and the defeinae of the
everlasting arms. Glerious gifted news
for the dying as they may helm minis
tering spirits to escort them, iand ()pol-
ing gatee to receive them, ale stem r
of eternal glories to encircle Flew, am;
the welcome of a loving God teembosom
them.
The Bill %Vas Pecid.q
i
Oh, my text is right wheel t speahe
of the glorious goepel. It is!all invite
lion from the most radiant *jug that
ever trod the earth or as ded tier
heavens, to you and the to e and be
made happy, and then take a that a
royal castle for everlasting a sideece,
the angells of God our cup beer as. The
price paid for all of thie on 11 cliff of
limestone about as high as* s house,
about seven minutes' walk ! om tlit
wall of Jerusalem, where witb ea agetes
that with one hand toro (IONVIIT :0 rucks,
and with the other drew a: min:ilea;
blies-knees over the heavens, otieLcrol mt.
us forever free. Making no aPelony On
any one of the million Si118 of oar life,
but confessing all of them, weldan reit::
to that cliff of limestone and s4ye '•Iiiers,
was paid our indebtedneen 4nel Coe
never collects a bill twice." Iliad ton I
that all the Christian poets haveexera 1
their pen in extolling tho mateniess one
of this gospel. Isaac) Watts, leinv do you
feel concerning him? And * writes,
"I am not ashamed to own . Lord."
Newton, what do you think Of this gee
pel? And he writes, "Amazi g grace,
how "tweet the sound!" Covi. r, wha'
do you think of Lim? And tei allF*.., I
comes, "There is a fountain il lerl Wit .'
blood." Charles Wesley, whet do yea
think of him? And he auswenai "Jame.
lover of my soul." Moretti* Boner,
what do you think of Min? A el he re-
sponds, "I lay my sins on JeSule." Ray
Palmer, what do you think of Idui? And
he writes, "My faith looks up to thee."
Fannie Crosby, what do yeti think of
him? And she writes, "Bleased assur-
ance, Jesus is mine." But I titke hien( r
testimony: Solomon, what do on tie/in03
of him? And the answer iien*Lily of
the valley. " Ezekiel, what dd on ehink
of him? And the answer is, Plant of
renown." David, what do y think et
him? And the answer is, "My shep-
herd." St. John. what no you elrink of
iiiin?' And ilia ins-nit:41s, l'Eriglit and
morning star." St. Paul, what do you
think of him? And the ansWer comee,
"Christ is all in all." Do yen think as
well of him, 0 man, 0 wonan of the
blood bought immortal spirit?- Yes, Paul
was right when he stylost it • the glo-
rious gospeL" .,
And then ass druggist, whit* you me
waiting for him to make np the tioctcr's
p iption, puts into a bottle so many
grains of this, and FO many grains of
that, and so mauy drops of tine, and oo
many drops of that, and thon, Inter:Ma-
ture taken, though seer or tittsr, re-
stores to health. So Christ, ibe &sit
physician, prepares this troxible of os. r
lifetime, and that disappointMent, :.. .
this persecution, and that hate14';iip, :me
that tear, and we must takei e inter-
mixture, yet thoneh it be a bitter draft
Under the divine preseriptiott t admin-
isters to our restoration au spiritual
health. "all things working t ther for
god." Glorious gospel!
The Royal Castle.
And then the royal castle Into which
we step out of this life withold Fe meth
as soiling our foot with thei upturned
earth of the grave. "They • 1 reigu
forever and ever." Does not I at ince::
that you are, if saved, to be kings and
queens, and do not kings tineene
have castles? But the one tha you are
offered WaS for 33 years an 4 anoteeel
castle, though now gloriously II habited.
There is an abandoned royal castle et
Amber, India. One hundred 0 d seven-
ty years ago a king moved out f it nev-
er to return. But the caetle lt Ilstruen
in indeecribable grandeur, yen rr)
through brazen doorway af tires. ::
doorway, and carved room a a cervs I
room, and under embellis ceiling
after embellished ceiling, ain through
halls precious stoned into wli er baln;
precious stoned. and on that Si I are pe-
vilions deeply dyed and ta led eel
arched, the fire of colored gar cooled
by the snow of white architecen e; biras
in arabesque so natural to lie that
while you cannot hear their 'cos you
imagine you see the flatten of te, :1'
wings while you are peesiii ; walls
pictured with triumphal ent
rooms that were called " sow, t f
Light" and "Hall of Victory; ' marble,
white and black, like a mixtu of morn
and night; alabastor, and tiler of
pearl, and lacquer work.
Standing before it the eye c 'inlet fro Til
step to latticed balcony, and rem I:A-
bend balcony to oriel, and fret oriel te
arch, and from arch to roen d then
deecends on ladder of all col* and by
stairs of perfect lines to trop cal ger-
dens of pomegranate and neamoe.
Seven stories of resplennen kirch!' e-
time! But the royal castle 'dal tor
you, if you will only take it en the pre-
scribed terms, is grander than all that,
and, though an abandoned ensile while
Christ was here, achieving yoer redemp-
tion, is again occupied by tilt, "chief
among teu thousand," and Sonia cf
your own kindred who have gone up
and waiting for you are leaniug free
the balcony. The windows of ihat emetic,
look off on the King's gardens where
immortals walk linked in eternal file nd-
ship, and the banqueting ball of that
castle has princes and princelses at tee
table, and tbe wine is "the new wino of
the kingdom," and the supper is the
marriage "upper of the Lambeenti there
are fountains into which no teareeer
fell, and there is music that trembles
with no grief, and the light that falls
upon that scene is never beclouded, end
there is the kiss of those reunited after
long eeparation. More nerve will we
have there than now, or we would swoon
away under the raptures. Strpages vis-
ion will we have there than nalv, or our
eyesight would be blinded by ehe brile
liance. Stronger ear will we htlIve there
than now, or under the roll ofi at min-
strelsy, and the clapping of that accla- -
nAUS.ED BY TRIFLES.
--
A Shaven CI:ill I-0.4 t Vane s Three Million
Lic• on's Dycket.
2detey times it has happened that a
I ''y war brie been brought
' le en incident trivial and even
5 . seer el the Spanish sneces•
Lave been caused through
a ;nes; en water. A lady, Mrs. Mashain,
eee es:seine a glass of water when she
• •.es ()heti e. 1•,1 by the Marquis de Torey.
eusued, aud the water
Y.-eo Alen.
O. s mar.:nis thereat took offense, and
• I fecii::: mieued between the English
mel se.- 18 courts, with the ultimate
t.:::t v.-ar Was deelared.
'Ti.s melee-nen. cost France many se-
ek se :- ix, Bleulitem, 1104; Ra-
MI Andenarde, 1708, and
MT..; t, 1109.
nieno as alsurd in its origin was fhoo
war that took place during the com-
teseweelib Olonena.
A so:Liter stele a bucket from a public
se- ieneesieg to the mate of Bclogna.
Alrif.ugh t1;•• value of the article did
-•ola yeater, its annexation wai
Cie Menai fo.r a BUG° and prolonged
Lieglry, the Hag of Sardinia, assisted
the niorieneso tonetalti the bucket, and
cue of the eubeequent battles he was
made's' prisoner. The bucket is still ex-
hibited in the tooter of the cathedral of
Modera.
A third inetenee of a war resulting
fromi a t:intest cape.) was that between
Insifice and Henry II of
• . ,!1.
ai :.1-v-p of Rouen decreed that
no ( eo ale eel weer Ione hair upon their
'man es. Louis cube:inn] to the
:15:-_-r4, Whereupon hie wile, Eleanor,
rellisd trim upon his appearance. A
quarro1 ensued, which resulted in the
ef the marriage aud Elea-
:aces marriage with Henry.
ry this marriage the broad domains
in Normaudy formerly belonging to
Leuis peseed into the possession of
ery. Lens, hotly incenma, Made an
attaek Normmidy, and henceforth,
for manly 3tn) yearn firoS0 those bloody
anti elove- teeing wers which coet France
rmwern :eteee,e00 cf livea-London
Aisewcre.
CARDINAL ANTONELU.
_
The Great Panal Statesman as He Ap-
peared to a Painter.
Rudolph Leinnanins visit tee Rome in
Jan7 led to tOr ir lino rni introduction to
the great pats.: -tate:man, Cardihal An-
tonelli. lie Faso:
- Degre ase sat that execrated statee-
Minh "the best bated mail in Rome,"
in the most affable of moods. His
brouziel nisei eomewhat oriental features
yes.: meta:Cm- La from handsome, but
Vol woes full of character, energy, and,
▪ e maet oeue, cruelty, with the
3: pnrcing eyes overshadowed
Lone hn Mow, tne strong aquiline
• sr full sensual lien. He was
t. .a , u mood and epoko freely of
the ditne::: :els that beset hi3 onerone
BliLi -try, o tOe position of the papacy
Mame .s; More threatened through
the ills:, eneig o _nervy of its wicked
r7;L! or. et mien he called "the modern
;Aloe- " ''Bet," he added, "history
ecOr s 1- 1 ti.at it has always triumphed
in a e nue ana it will olo so now."
J roe ea.tt the worldly inter-
Lrethers Antonelli had never
1- - el; that they possessed all
,. • .
„. s. eery geode in common, one
r ing direetcr of the Banat Ro-
: toe, tim Conte Gregorie, taking
• : r vaet poesessions in the Pon-
e a third being syndaco of
.111.i ye-in:gest being tnipleyed
miesions by the secretary
T
1: 7
Lit r.;
Oi
Ire a short rust he showed me,
vse m. • pale, over his elegant
apart:ea.:, te: a:. hod with all the latest
• a... „es. Put the crowning cli-
I: et ne• leinnern, combireng with
Ls)   tool mystery of the abode
cf en: f tho church all the luxu-
rie cf tne toudoir of n petite niaitresse.
Tim wa' he the crirtaiin, as well as the
" 1„!n: el tee spacious four poster,
teme in tee heaeioet crimson olamask,
hee. ep wino ceernmus tasselo-Ban
too .L,.-t„t 1.
poopIe BIS taking
deilviee beuefit front Hood's
nsrssperttle. wby don't you try it
onse:1? I - is recommended,
A
exeztric
4 I" $" 11 ottot
is r.,::ver f,:lt by those who
are run down-out of sorts-
poor in blood-badly nour-
t.;hcd-dyspeptic. That
wruld be impossible, and
so the delight of living
is lost!
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Brown's Iron Bitters
brings weak people up to the sten-
deo! •A health.-feedi the blood-acts
on the nerves-strengthens the mus-
cles. It brings the blush of youth to
weary women's cheeks-is a boon to
the invalid-refreshes and renews
life in thi: aged-nourishes the weak,
pony child--bnefly said, It glIKI
and strength cermet exist
.'1., at ..rkct hralth. It is a neces-
3 le emey .11 doi.s
Sr:wept fr.the, ton.drputi.m.
martinis, and tbe boom of that bAlleluiab errOWn95
we would be deafened. froil
The Coronation. 
:yeu &Iced!Glorious gospel! lam thengldreligion
wan a straitjacket; that it pita you on !,-be 173, the Crossed
the limits; that thereafter yon }must go Ned Jetties on Wrapper.
cowed down. No, no, nol It is tobe cas-
tellated. By the cleansing potver of the
shed blood of Golgotha set nWr fame
toward the shining pinnacles. Ob, it
grvatest novelty_of eranimeni L./noggin toes not ;LIMN/ ruticla lacetiael
-
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Pepitationof mcHeart
Shoi tness of Breath, Swellinf:
of Legs and Feet.
• ----
r ;Arnie four yean-, I was trout,
1.:.1;.ilan,la of the heart
1,:eaen tied suellitig 0
•lie • 7:" atIti f. et. AL t tries I woun
Lee,. s t.:...lted by the best phs
;me.: s le:mann/no Gm, wir h 1,
t mien tried .v..rlous
looneSi. Finally, i tried
Dr Alilcs' Head Cur,.
4130 t /nerve :trod
to take flpsm .fe:t better!
r.oat eed tanien t nem t ern nos
1.;-- ler bealth than ter me ny yeam
seas. tus rmoverv I have ga',i-eA
, weight. I hone tiiis state-
oteno be of value to stale pool
sufferer,"
S. B. IITTION. Ways Station, Ga.
Dr. muss Ream Cure is sold on • purities
guarantee that the brit bottle will benefit.
All druggists sell It •L 11 bottles for I6, or
it will be seta. prepaid, on receipt of price
by Use Dr. Mums Weikel , hlichart, Ind.
LIAen BARN Ls & Co , al E leth M.N.)
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1111 to. & NIA° NOISES CURE°,lobular t:uernoas help +bee auDEAcelse Wei: a. staler. bele ,jes. Wale
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CAPI,VADLRIESS
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ENNYROYAL PILLS
OrIglaal sad Daly Cceselaet
••rg, ans.!. (*piss a•k
1,ru‘sist for 11,5.4 • 1...o4.5
ao.4 tren.1 in Rod and nortadle
•• •Ith rt..on Take
me ether. 1,0,...te 4Lawyerroes• ...Wav-
e...up anal tonintwaL.L. A L
•respe pi•rtleslars. t••,,mosil•l• sad
" Keller far Ladles: ,e1.-o.r. relent
Rea 10,14.11 l',ItmeeL•10. Nee. Per,
Clk I,. heater Cliemicid Ces.11erlisea rt.,
Bold ty atl Lome 1.;,:cion... PUMA.. Poe
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PARK '
HAIR BAt.SAIIA
CIRIUSSIO and toralatifift the M.S.
PITannutel I la I 14,11, powth.
rail. se lettere Gray
Hair to Its Youthful Color.
CUM scalp diseases • hair taglag.
!Meted ilea
"'nu CONSUMPTIVE
Porker's • wort
Ark Lars. Ws. la time. SO eta!
UNDERGO PIS. n• cdAn.r.lcure •ft.s..wawa. as. la M'taiaa  CCS, /A. x.
BRFAKPAST
E P P
SetnnER.
C
GPATEFUL COMFORTING.
0 0
BOILING WATER Ori
IGOR OF MEN
Easily. Quickly,
Permanently Restored
WEAKNESS,
NERVOUSNESS,
DEBILITY,
al.,' all the train of
orrure or late
exo tr... the results ce
toeror,rk. sic" ne•ii
worry...to Fullnareagia
development and to.,
gt,en is ei7 Orgill r.•
portion of the boa/
natnralmethoets
ImniedletelloprovemeLi
'wen. r.iiure Impossible
2,ou references. It.ok.
explanation and prooti
teesied) tree.
ERIE MEDICAL CO
BUFFALO N. V.
44w‘lave
Paying
Doctors'
Bills
BOTANIC
BLOOD BALM
THE GREAT REMEOY
- Foil ALL @LOCO MO; SKIS DISEiLSES -Ex ibie hem oei•saigier toaed toy osia-
Inent phew WM at-I tho people
tor SC •,..ss, and or,- r fads ta
eurr qokaty and pernsaseatly
SCRAFW.A. DICERS, ECZEIU.,
RPZUNATISM. PISPLES, EROPTIONS.
•,, t -.` r...,,,,, el 1171S,..1. MAO (1•INII and
1/4,-Nsiso s”.1.11,4 lov•riebly earat the suet
:.....,:....:o., `•;;;. 4 I OA. A AWNS if Jirmtksna are f..1
h.. ,t. en, SI ix- 4014.1../ iuttkil for iy., e.,.
....., ..! c!r‘..;.. , .,-- tin,.‘SENT FilLE v0,1.31.1101 L cCREA.
2,;.t.10:: BALA CO tiltleata Ga.
46,411.16,16"EaWhiSelt-1./ WiefSel•
For sale by R blardwick.
Rave you Sore Thrust, Pimples Copper-Colored
Z1 • aches Old _kir.. rinern in Mouth. Hats-.rn.g, Write s'eok Remedy Ce.. SO1 Mac
immee T...pic,chieeLgoj.1...! or proofs drums.
CaptIteiltr.00,00.1e cured alms
torts sound and ell. 1 free
I WHITE'S CREAMVERPIII FUCE
FOR 20 YEARS
Has , od a'l WORM Remedies.
EVERY ROT fLE GUARANTEED.
*OLD ISE ALI. DFILGO1STS.
nparnd
RICHARDSON 11ZOKINS al.. ST. 1.0T111.
FATPEOPLE
PARK 01111SITY PULA wilt reduce you,
weight PERM A N ENTLY from U to It Da
a mouth. NO STARVING sickness or in•
rury; NO PUBLICITY. They build up the
hem•li kod beautify the complexion leaving
NC N Wi NK r:1,6 flat.blarres. STOUT A
DONI ENS end difficult breathing surely re•
toned. No EXPERIMENT but a sclentld
and positive relief, adopted only atter veal
ut exper,ence. All orders sapioied d;reet
rcoin our °thee. Price time per racks e It
three packages for 16.00 by mail prim
Testimonials and part.aulure 'aeateti' kt
All Correspondence Strictly Confidentia..
PARK REMEDY CO., Bosi -
Mau
ABSOLUTELY PURE
THE OLD SWABIA
SWEET CAPORAL
CICARETTE
Has stood the Test of lime
MORE SOLO THAN ALL OTHER
IIRANDS COMBINED
S$$T$$$$$$$$$$$$
ot• "Cr' EARNED BY Olin SYNDICATE IN tig
.e .6,to,- SEVEN MONThS. Little capital 111
go may be multi phed by our yet:W..1:41)r ib
ea tern. We are expert fivIgeo thc market V
mid tuoiaiful operators. Book with full di
a information and bsitimottials of our many ap
do customer. nyailedi fr.e. W. A. FRAZIER •
zo, co. miltionatteom Gide., CHICAGO, ILL m
•-isss$$$$$$*$$$$11
eenet&knalfrn.
THE TRILBY FASHION.
Trott, WoUlt0 Will On Barefoot to Battle
In the Sea Next Summer.
It is said that fashion next summer
will kiudly permit ladies at seaside re-
sorts to bathe without stockings, and
stylish young women are a'rearly having
tleir feet prepared far next sosnon's
campaign. Many feet which look just
too captivating for anything shoes
and stockings aro not altogether lovely
when exposed to view, and feminine
owners of such defective extremities are
now invoking the aid of the prelienrista
to make them presmitable. Civilization
and high shoes have inflicter' many
wrongs upon the human undo•rstanding.
and many ladies recognize that if they
are to make impressions upon the inas•
C11111)0 heart as well as upon thensand
with their feet next summer they must
put themselves upon a better footing.
There aro comparatively few Triitoy
feet in real life, few which aro INTO vt
iu form and entirely free, from blemish.
Nevertheless Du Manner's rhapsody
over the beauty of Trilby's foot timy be
to a certain exteut responsible for the
general ucte of preparatieu for the ex-
hibition of feminine feet next summer.
Many women who have reaol his tweet
may be anxious to prove that they have
something in that line not entirely un-
worthy of admiration. And why should
not a pretty foot inspire the poet and
the artist quite as much as a hand or a
lady's eyebrow?
Great execution has been done with
the feminine foot through all the mon-
turiee. Even with its charms concealed
by 'Moos and stockings it has proitid
one of the most formidable of womanly
weapons. With it woman has hired man
on and on and on, 1111d Willi it, when
she has weariest of playing with hint,
she lies administered the coup de grace.
But when it shines forth next summer
iu all its loveliness, unadorned by any-
thing but its own b=ity, 31%011 be sim-
ply irresistible. No .sehelor will be safe
at the whaeitle. The most liardeued and
cynical ss ill capitnlate at tlei sight I if
the thousands of snowy feet pattering
over tho sandy beach in ennui vo utional
freedom or demurely presented for mas-
culine inspection ana approval.-Balti-
mom Sum
THE PHONOHAF1P.
A New MI1111410 Instrument Which Is Fait
Hecomlug Popular.
Ono sees timelier new ninsieal instrn-
nieut pushing its way into prominence
-the phonohnrp, which is, broadly,
nothing more nor less than a simplified
and inexpensive German zither. It has
15 strings and two octaves, from C C,
although some forms are larger and
more complex. It hag a brass bridge
stretched across the strings, SO construct-
ed that some strings are covered and
some exposed.
The "pick" when drawn across the
shields strikes the exposed strings, pro-
ducing chorde, and goes over those cov-
ered by the metal. The bridge has three
rows of openings, thus making three
chords of the key of C. Tim music of
any piece consists of a sheet of cardboard
having tbe air of the tone written in
figures, divided into measures mei char-
acters before the proper figure, tl!‘ indi-
cate when to draw the pick over the
shield to make the desired chord.
The figures on the sheet lie directly
tinder the strings, which, when picked
in one, two, three order, or in rotation,
in each measure through the piece, play
the air. While the air is going on the
chords are drawn in wherever indicated.
On the sounding board is a slip pasted,
having the proper letter under each
string corresponding with its note in
the scale. The lettering on the eheet in•
dicates the strings to be struck.
The ordinary notes on the staff are
toted to give the time, and dashes on the
mem show when to draw in the chords
on the shield. The tone of this instru-
ment is sweet, and the chords go well
with the voice.-Pittsburg Dispatch.
Sestets Womele Withdrew to Weep.
If is a tribute to Mr. Irvingn genius
that when he acted ••The Story of Wa-
terloo'. the other day so great was the
emotion that men wept and women
fainted. We recall one performance of
Mr. Irving during his first visit to this
country, when he was playing "Charles
I," that the same thing happened in the
Boston theater. So bitterly did some
women weep that they withdrew to the
dressing room of the theater and had
hysteries all by themselves, which shows
how much genuine feeling had been ex-
cited by that great and doleful interpre-
tation of a king.-Boston Herald.
Warden Evans' Double.
A purse of gold has been presented to
a warden npon his retirement, after 40
years' service, from Birmingham jaiL
He thoroughly deserves it if, as it is
'tenet he was the original of the Ward-
en Evans in "Never Too Late to
Mend." It is now the fashion to ignore
Reade's wonderful romance. The scenes
in the jail are !somewhat too terrible,
none the less so that they were taken
from real life and were the cause of
quite a tumult in the theater at which,
under the title of "Golol," the storm- was
dramatited-Philadelphia Press.
Bears Robbing the Farmers.
Three bears belonging to a band of
Italian rovers are at large in the mani-
ere) part of this comity, and great excite-
ment prevails among the fanners, as last
night considerable damage was done by
the bears entering barnyards aud feast-
ing on pigs, poultry, etc. The beam, it
seems, got unruly, and the Italians could
do nothing with them, the result being
their escape. They are said to be in the
Lowry woods.-Sandusky (O. ) Dispatch.
This year's Collects.
The only periodic comets tine this
year are Encke's and Brorsen's, and both
are unfortunately so faint as to be of
little intereet to unprofessional robserv-
tail who do not own telescopee. Brorsen's
cornet will arrive ill these:timer It has
a period of lieC years anti was last vin-
ble in 1490.
When Baby was rick, we gave her mesterei.
When she was • Chikl, she cried for CAA!, Iria.
Irben she became MM., she clung. b
Whma she hat Chilcizta she gase them eastorta.
LIVIt4C. A LA .
Simple and Flotigiltfol it,ol Very Cheap Is
the Douse p:ng Jupoii.
I do na 0olv (d histiplt r
and more ritaightfel thee Ima at
-ranee
in Japan-if yen live a la Jetemeime.
myself 'hem-milted -to try it, and hav-
ing rowel a 'eninibIe spet to oitlo in,
nu the highest hill in Tokyo, I oroceed-
ed to engage a native servent, who Wns
▪ fo he my ltdViiicr fu ItoW to fur-
nish toy establishment in strictly Jape
woe fashion. The fionishiug Was e'un-
pli•teil in loa than ten witintee ano
hero aro some ef tleo prinvipal items of
which it cousisted: Two fontangs, or
thin meant-mm.4, between whieh one lies
at blight, awl a makura, a woolen pil-
low, er rather az) inetrutuent et torture
for the first taw nighte, ferisished my
bedroom; a Ilibechi, or braes brazier,
with chopeticke tos stir the fire with, anol
a water kettle mail° tlitt hall cozy, aria
a little laniner tahle, a font square mei
sbout 0 inches with a conple of
tiny little plates mei a bowl, made tat,
dining room quite complete am! repleto
with every conifert. Two silk cushions
were placed in the tinting room fur dis-
tinguished guests to eit on.
"Ale" said I to my servant, "but do
rou not think that I shall need sonne•
thing moren• as to my European mina
what I had penile/sett seemed somewhat
iusuflicient to furuish a 12 roomed
house
"No, sir," said he in his broken Eng-
lieh, "real Japan gentleman hae no fur
niture." Upon which I began to feel
rather sorry to have eninlated the "Ja-
pan gentleman. " I thought I would
go on for the fun of the thing, and,
though I must confess AS I went round
my new abode nty rooms did pot look
orerfuniished, I decided to make the
best of what I had got. It ia astonish-
ing with how little oue can do if one
tries and how much better penury is
than profusion. When a couple of days
had elapsed, I almost began to feel that
I had funiislied my house too richly! I
could certainly have done with a deal
less. -Fortnightly Review.
. .
Dr. PrIce's Cream tte<ing Powdot
Wavers Fier tlieheet Medal tad tinlesia,
HUMAN 01_,ANNAL
LI I.
III Dr. J. H. McLean's
.1L1 Volcanic Oil Liniment.
Pain from sprains, bruises, cramps,
diseased or torn flesh; aches, wounds,
Neuralgia, etc., can he promptly
relieved and cured by using
The FARMER'S REMEDY for the
various diseases of domestic animals.
It is easy to apply, relieves at once
pain and inflammation, and cures quickly. Full directions with each
bottle. For sale everywhere. Price, 25c., 50c. and $1.00 per bottle.
THE DR. J. H. McLEAN MEDICINE CO.. ST. LOUIS, MO.
THE ILLINOIS RIVER.
Irene. That Never Varied, Yet Wens Al-
wapi Replete With Excitement.
P.OattlifUl and varied is the country
through which the Illinois river creeps
iu its winding channel to join the Fa-
ther et Water& From its junction with
the Illinois and Michigan canal to the
Mississippi 18 emptier' contribute to its
boundaries. All of these counties are
rich in fertile lands, heavy timbers or
mineral deposits. Time was, and not se
long ago, when each of these eounties
boasted a flonrishing village on the
banks of tho Illinois river Steamers,
"packets" as they were called in those
flourishing days, moved rip stream and
down, one, sometimes two, each way
daily. From Peoria to SL Louis, includ-
ing stopa for freight and passengers at
intermediate stations, was a journey of
two or three days. Each boat made a
round trip in a work. Everybody trav-
eled by boat. Mails and freight for in-
land points in morel and southern
were dunopeol at "11111(lings" near.
st to their point of destination at all
hours of day or night. River men were
princes of fortune, who drew enormous
penance anti were looked np to and re-
vered as superior creatures who lived in
I•ig world outside the river village&
Every town along the river boomed,
saloons were numerous, and house and
stores were built on piles if the •illage
happened to be located in a spot sub-
ject to overflow. There was no limit to
the enterpriee of the land owner uor the
height of the piles. Everybody scram-
bled to locate nearest tbe steamboat
landing. The woodman, with a score of
wagons laden with fuel; the farmer and
huckster with a cartful of vegetables,
eggs and dairy products; the merchant
and idler, the maid awl youth and
school childeen were always at the land -
hug when the big 'teenier with a final
chaw-chaw of the exhaust pipes and last
revolution of the paddle blades swung
eaeily against the piling at the big ware-
hOnSe dock.
The noisy and profane mate, the
scores of colored deckhatale, the vocifer-
ous cries of hucksters, the murmurs of
admiration for the captain. who always
stood on the texas clad in gold braided
utOforrn, with his hand on the'rope at-
tached to the clapper of the big bell-
all these were a part of the scene at the
arrival of every steamer. Then the cap-
tain would become impatient and pull
the clapper of the big bell viciously
against its brazen Fides. The mate in-
dulged in more profanity pitched in
louder tone, while the shuffling negroes
would forget their droning for a brief
time and hasten their laggard steps.
The pilot, autocrat of the steamer,
peered lazily from the windows of his
little cabin. foliated his wheel, touched
a little cord above his head, and from
the engine room came the sound of two
shrill whistles, warning to the engi-
neer, who perhaps had clambered into
his hammock for a short nap, that in a
few minutes lines would be cast off and
the boat would be ready to proceed to
the next landing.
Day and night this scene never varied,
save that at night there were fewer
females and children at the lauding, but
the picturesqueness of the scene was
heightened by the braziers, big as a Mar-
tel, filled with pitch, pine and other in-
flannuablee, blazing fiercely and fur-
niehing light for the work of lading.
Those were the days when the Di 'Ver-
non, George B. McClellan. Ruby, City
of Pekin and other magnificent side-
wheel steamers were in the river trade;
when the Ebanghs and the Ryders and
the Farwells owned and piloted these
floating palace's, made fortunes and were
the big men of the valley. In those
days, too, the river woo a navigable
stream for nine months of the year.
Mighty floods changed the channel every
spring, while the early June rise made
the stream incognito to the shrewd•
est pilot. The rushing waters ate into
solid banks of enormous trees and tons
of earth. These would finally etrand
with the subeidence of the waters, form-
ing dangerous obstructions and innu-
merable sand bars. The channel of to-
day would next week present an impene-
trable barrier to the river steamer. -
Beardstown (Ills.) Letter iu Chicago
Herald.
The Platform Cigar.
George Capel, well known as man-
ager, actor and writer, was telling of
his early experiences, and his tale of
the platform cigar is too good to escape
publication.
"When I used to travel round the
provinces in the old days," he said,
"there used to be mime funny sights.
non know that nearly all the traveling
companies pass through the big junction
at Derby. In fact, one Sunday there
were more than 12,000 actors and ac-
tresses to be men.
"Now, on the train you might have
seen the 'pros,' with clay pipes in their
mouths and shabbv caps on their heads,
playing with greasy packs of cards, but
as soon as tlwy were near the junction
there weuld be a transformation.
"On would go the smoking cap, and
the pipe would be carefully hidden,
while from the rack would come a top-
coat, with a wisp of astrakhan, and a
rakish looking hat. Then the crowning
glory of tho getup-the pletform cigar
-would be lighted, and the 'pros' would
step out at Derby as though the railway
company belonged to him.
"His acquaintances! were all 'Deah
bey,' business was always magnificent,
even though in point of fact the ghost
had not walked on the previous day.
Nature smiled npon the mummer, and
his swagger would nearly raiee the !na-
tion roof.
"But when tho change was over and
the mummer continued his journey the
coat and hat were taken off and put
upon the rack, the old cap and greasy
cards were once more taken out. the
platform cigar was put down and the
plebeian clay pipe taken up in Its stead.
"And when another big junction was
reached the whole business was repeat-
*I. "-London Sketch.
_
The (leonine Merit
Of Hood's Sareaparilla wins :Hen&
wherever it isifairly and honestly
tried. To have perfect health, rou
must have pure blood, and the best
way to have pure blood is to take
Hood's Stresparills, the best blood
purifier andestrength builder. It ex-
pels all taint of eerofula, saltrheurn
ano all other humors, and at the
same time builds up the whole
system.
Hoed's Pills are prompt and elle--
• it. 2;)
The Interstate Commerce Cammis-
Mon has suspended the long and
snort haul clause of the Interstate
Commerce act, so as to enable the
railroads. in the West to carry at
cheaper rates products to ths suffer-
ers In Nebraska and the far Wait..
The Discovery Saved His Life.
Mr. G. Caillouette, Druggist, Bea,-
ereville, Ill., save: " Dr. King's
New Diecovery I owe my life. Was
taken with La Grippe and tried all
the physician -I for miles about, but
of no avail and was given upend told
I could lira live Ha•Ing Dr. King's
New Diecovery in my stems I seat for
a boot., sod began its use and from
the first dose began to get better, and
after tieing three bottles w as up and
shout again. It is worth its weight
in gold. We won't keep store or
house without it." Get a free trial at
R. C Hardwick's drug store.
Dr. Pr • •••• ieakiee nowirf
eat.. rhz;es.
Ugh MAN AT Ttio vyseehosre
Pat's Graphic Account of the eidianom
Mistake Ylk.st Ile Madr.
An Iritsh teat:inter aneeol tor a ban
holiday for the pares:et) ath-tufing hi,
• wedolieg, and the requi .4 was
granted. Who 11 ho math, his appear:1nm
the next meaning, his tight arm was i:
a sling, there was a plester acrows Li
OOFO and a raw eyee r a eosieltio I
egaiust his eye. LIM wit ear looked lik 1
a caulitlowor. "n% Pet," eciol
employer, °1 thouget yen were
to your friaer's wo do eigS Yen i.X.k
though yoe Wei gam, to a eeeluee feet.
val."
"I wor at th' wedeln. said Pat.
• 'Twas th• thesitb I toteni yez."
"Well, how did you get bunged up
this wayr luquired the inerebaut.
"I'll tell yez, eon" replied Pat. "Up,
wee, whin I got there anol wint ie th'
people seen, btautliu ferninet the priest,
an 1 the s_do 0' nine wer a man in a
anatail met mei a lag epliletterie white
shirt I losired at um. au ha ineked at
me. 'Oh, ho,' sez I tili inyFeif, mez
'All think yer 1. eed I' \Moll licit I
got a wee nit eleo r mei lueked at inn
warem moons. He gave a twist till his
lip Pne turnest lin Mak. 'No Gal-
lagber ever took tie; ' sea I till insect(
mom an 1 taps me atIche'oack un tile
showhier.
-An wto may yea be, me beuld
buckles?' so a 1, feelin thnt tOe blood o'
the Odr.e4g.t,cr. had be-en insulted.
" the Met men,' sez he.
" 'Th' the best mon?' says L
" 'Thot•s what I said,' sez be. 'Tin
beat mon.' an, sow," vaid Pat as he
shifted tlaeoyster on his eye, "he waz."
-Ness York Mail and Express.
_
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for riteurnati•in and
neuralgia radically eurem in 1 to 3
days. It• action upon the system is
remarkable and mysterious. It re-
moves at ones the Pause and the (h-
omes* immediately disappears. The
first dotes IrrPatly benefit-, 75 cent..
Sold by R C Hardwick. drinneist,
Ftepkin•ville 63-lawly
WINTER is UNKIND
-
FAIR FACES.
Most women have a natural
dread of winter-the cold winds
and dampness roughens an,
chirps their skin. Many have
gained knowledge by esperiene•
and nciw apply a little
POZZONI'S
POWDER
before going out. It protects,
softer and beautifies the com-
plexion, and then-lt is invisible
if it is rightly used.
HAVE YOU EVER TRIED IT?
ALL DRUGGISTS and
FANCY GOODS STORES BELL IT.
-•••••••
W. L. DOUGLAS$3 SHOE
• emu c srrortxass. •
Over One People wear the
15 l'HE BEST.
FIT FOR A KIN*.
3. c OR DOVAN;
FRCNCri&LSAllittLLED CALF.
4.s3fto Fief CM/WIG/AM
$3.6-0 POLICE.3 SOLES.
s2v $2. WOREtNGNEws.
$2.$1.1
-BorsIctioaSicEIL
• L../tialms •
1.11100.2 537_,
REsT
t'iStSk5TaA-ffts.
W. L. Douglas $3& $4 Shoes
All our shoes are equally satisfactory
They give the beet value tor the money.
They equal custom shoes in sty le and nt.
Their wearing g aunties are unsurpassed.
The pekes are unliorsa,---atainped on sow.
Pre. si to s3 saved over other makes.
If your tic:-1- ur aun..,,t supply pA.: wu can. Sold t-y
faun Cluttiri & Shoe Co.,
HnDkinsville. K v.
- - -
VISISMEN1111.0==IIIIBMINIS
P 0 F, ELABLE"
HUGH. S'
MIESIMIII=1
TONIC
NEVER FAILS TO CURE
hlis and fever
ji-Ii• RELI RV ESi., TH E Wolfs I se-es CHRONIC mCASES ex-
Better Than Quinine aleen be
cause It removes the e. uree.
Far Better than most of the so-call
' Tastel. es" or Hu eetene.1 onlen.
For Thirty Year a ucc e.
Ask f or Hugh e Tonic, 'mist on
h•vIng IT, and nothing else.
50c. and 111.00 BOTTLES.
Iter-For ORIP by drorivats and mer-
chant& t erouen out the country.
7C.a-.7..aNT
KITCHEN
H AS JUST REcEiviim • BEILP-
TIFUL LINE OP
_
arnittire!!
▪ J.-"-NT-"Z-"411.11tr""$1'zr
OF ALL KINDS'
AND THE LATEST DESIGNS!
Call and Examine Stock
and he convinced.
B. Kitchen,
MAIN STREET
6 THEY LOOK
SPICK AND SPAN IN vE V"
Clothes
When Washed With
C R ET T E SOAR
By N.K.Fsiiiiivi4.NRYK"5131,NY. sTions.
••••••••41011011•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• •
i AVOID Bulls Soda ! •••
• •
• Bad soda spoils good flour. •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
: Pure soda-the best soda, comes 0.1D
• 
al-
•• only in packages.
• 
lboarlag this trade mark a-*
: it costs no more than inferior package soda
: -never spoils the flour-always keeps soft
: Beviareof imitation trade marks and labels,
: and insist on packages .
•
• beatiag time words- .
I ARM AND HAMMER SODA
made only by CHURCH & CO. hew York. Soli by mocers everywhere.
• Write tor Arm and Hammer Book oi valuable Recipea---PREIL •
0••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••  • ••••••••••11
•
Prices Cut Half In To at
"The Palace"
The Great Slaughter of Fine Millinery. his is your barre_t.
ee aid nap the never before heard of BargaMs.
In=
n 7th 111 On las
V o 0
.. 7 iss a.
r, so
. 4 iel 
z.zio
A i `..'".• Worth LO tont
• • 3 ell, '• 1 00
.. 2 ,,, n - 1 50
• • I Fos
*415 " 51 LO 1 Od Shapes at yoUr
own price,
mped Linens, Silk Floss, Linen Fringe, Silk Fringe, Silk Balla Me
nds of fancy work. (TERMS CASH.)
Caps and Hoods
Trimmed Hats
.5
•41
44
••
3 So
I :4
I tat
MRS. ADA LAYNE/
Corner Ninth and Yain Sts.
bet
011,I
cug, tr
4)
SI; ;L°4*°ekr'f- k‘•
Sn5<unGr.)
1 have bought the largest, handsomest
and best assortment of
1:3'101.XMT CIF GO. CP COEDS
eN'er brought to Hopkinsvil'e. They will
arrive about Feb'y 15th. WATCH FOR DATE
or OPENING.
Jnhn Y wsley,
;95:14,19.M1
ABERNATHY & CO.,
TOBACCO COMMISSION MERL HANTS
CUB .11W TR, A.
IGA7 JekyaL3ox--xcoT-T 3E3.
Hopkinsville Kpntunky.
SAMUEL IFICCCSON
CLARKSVILLE, TENN-
Manufacturer and Importer of -
ITALIAN MARBLE9
COTO 1-1, WEDE and the most desirable EASTER N
(IRAN-ITE MONUMENT, TABLETS,
• and STATUARY.
Mier 40 .3-ears experience we feel confident that o
trusted to us will be executed a skillful
and artistic manner.
.Vone but the BEST Material Used.
AMERICA'S LEADI NG REVIEW
~.,•11.44,‘,..,A6.•
1 
$3.00
FoE Et "it' E._ /11 FR.
25c.* Number. •
For 811111.EMITalltee. :
; ill,e464‘1641104,iihlk•
Tux Font:It will take up for discuesion, daring
1895, an unusually wide range of timely and
important topics by the most eminent writers
in the fields of Politics, Finance, Sociology,
Literature, Religion, Art, and Science.
Torrid The Forum is to keep in thank
volth the best thought el the Ms.
To be without The Forum is ts aim
the Ms' help to elite thieking.
A catalogue of the vrrIters who have contributed article. to THE TORtilt
the past would embrace practically every MALL endiernee In America. alai most
of those In Europe. A 11.1 of subjects treated would cos er In the n Meet degree all
topics of contemporaneous Interest. THE FORUM i. therefore of inestimable nada*
to any tine who desires iv keep closely lu touch with the best of eurrent,thoutkl•
THE FORUM PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Union Square, New York.
YATES'
JEWLELRY
  4:--PALACE!
MAIN STREET.
ea nen
